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SUMMARY 

This chapter provides a summary of the content of the report. It includes the main features of the 

purpose of the study, the research approach and the results, analysis and conclusions.  

Industrialisation in the manufacturing industry has developed further than in the building 

industry. This includes product development processes where the manufacturing industry 

provides well documented methods for controlling the work process. This kind of 

documentation is not present for the methods used when developing building concepts. The 

aim of this master thesis is therefore to examine how product development is carried out in the 

building industry when developing building concepts and their product platforms. The 

development methods used in the building industry are looked at through the lens of product 

development in the manufacturing industry in order to examine how knowledge in the 

manufacturing industry can be beneficial for developing building concepts.  

The research is executed by performing a case study of two building concepts. The first building 

concept is NCC Folkboende, a concept for apartment buildings which has a high level of pre-

engineering. This concept contains a technical, architectural and process platform. The second 

building concept is a concept for apartment buildings that is used at NCC Housing in 

Germany. This building concept has a low level of pre-engineering, containing a technical and 

a process platform. Information about the two concepts was gathered by doing interviews, 

studying documents and doing observations. The research shows that both building concepts 

were developed based on a well-tested foundation of experiences, and with concurrent 

engineering. The Folkboende development group used an iterative approach to develop the 

suggested solutions. No systematic methods were used in neither one of the two development 

processes. In both cases one solution was chosen early in the process and was then further 

developed and refined in an intuitive way.  

The analysis of the results shows that methods from the manufacturing industry can be used 

to describe the development process of a building concept with a high level of pre-engineering. 

A building concept with a low level of pre-engineering facilitates a more continuous 

development process already from the start and the focus is more on the product platform than 

on the building as a product. Implementation of concurrent engineering, a solid foundation of 

experiences, and an active approach towards continuous improvement provide potential for 

well-designed and functional results. Optimisation has however not been guaranteed through 

the use of structured methods. The building industry seem to implement intuition and 

personal experiences as a basis for product development and continuous improvement. One 

key learning point that can be derived from the manufacturing industry is the use of structured 

methods to design and develop products in a controlled manner. Implementation of this 

approach could be beneficial for the success of building concepts, decreasing the level of which 

the success is dependent on the talents of individual members in the development group.  
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SAMMANFATTNING 

This chapter provides the abstract in Swedish. 

I detta kapitel ges en sammanfattning av rapportens innehåll. Den inkluderar i övergripande drag 

arbetets bakgrund, syfte, forkningsmetod, resultat, analys och slutsatser. 

Industrialiseringen av tillverkningsindustrin har kommit längre än inom byggbranschen. Detta 

gäller även produktutvecklingsprocesser, där man inom tillverkningsindustrin kan hitta 

väldokumenterade metoder för att kontrollera arbetsprocessen. Den här typen av 

dokumentation saknas när det gäller produktutvecklingsmetoder för byggnadskoncept. Syftet 

med detta examensarbete är därför att undersöka hur produktutveckling av byggnadskoncept 

och deras plattformar utförs i byggbranschen. Metoderna för produktutveckling som används 

inom byggbranschen undersöks med utgångspunkt från metoder inom tillverkningsindustrin. 

På så sätt är det möjligt att undersöka hur kunskap som finns om produktuveckling inom 

tillverknings-industrin kan vara till nytta inom byggbranschen. 

En fallstudie har utförts av två byggnadskoncept som har utvecklats och används av NCC. Det 

första byggnadskonceptet, NCC Folkboende, innehåller hyreslägenheter och har en hög grad 

av förspecifiering. Konceptet utvecklades av NCC Construction i Umeå och består av en 

teknisk-, en arkitektonisk- och en processplattform. Det andra byggnadskonceptet används av 

NCC Housing i Tyskland och innehåller hyres- eller egendomslägenheter. Det har en låg grad 

av förspecifiering och innehåller en teknisk- och en processplattform. Information om de två 

byggnadskoncepten och hur utvecklingsprocessen av dem gick till samlades genom att göra 

intervjuer och obserationer, samt genom att studera konceptspecifika dokument. 

Undersökningen visar att båda byggnadskoncepten utvecklades baserat på vältestade metoder 

och erfarenheter från tidigare projekt, och genom att använda multifunktionella arbetsgrupper. 

Vid utvecklandet av NCC Folkboende använde projektgruppen ett iterativt tillvägagångssätt 

för att utveckla förslaget. Inga systematiska metoder användes i någon av de två 

utvecklingsprocesserna. I båda fallen valdes ett förslag ut tidigt i processen som sedan 

vidareutvecklades och förfinades.  

Analysen av resultatet visar att metoder från tillverkningsindustrin kan användas för att 

beskriva utvecklingsprocessen av ett byggnadskoncept med en hög grad av förspecifiering. Ett 

byggnadskoncept med en låg grad av förspecifiering främjar istället kontinuerlig utveckling 

redan från början av utvecklingsprocessen. Fokus ligger då mer på produktplattformen än på 

byggnaden som produkt. I båda utvecklingsprocesserna i den här studien användes intuitiva 

metoder. Användandet av multifunktionella arbetsgrupper, redan vältestade byggsystem och 

lösnigar, samt ett aktivt arbete med kontinuerlig utveckling möjliggör för god design och 

funktionella resultat. Man har dock inte säkertställt att lösningarna är de mest optimala genom 

att använda strukturerade metoder för produktutveckling. Inom byggbranschen verkar man 

använda intuitiva metoder och en bas av personliga erfarenheter som grund för 
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produktutveckling och kontinuerlig utveckling. Man skulle kunna dra lärdom från 

tillverkningsindustrin när det gäller användandet av strukturerade metoder som gör att man 

kan kontrollera framdriften och resultatet av produktutvecklingen av nya byggnadskoncept. Att 

använda den typen av metoder skulle kunna vara lönsamt för framgången av byggnadskoncept 

eftersom man på så sätt kan minska graden av vilken framgången beror på talangen hos de 

personer som är med i produktutvecklingsgruppen.  
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ABBREVIATIONS 

In this page, all abbreviations that are used throughout the report are presented in alphabetic order 

and their meaning explained. A more in depth explanation is found where the abbreviations are 

mentioned in the report. 

 

CAD 
 

Computer aided design 

CE 
 

Concurrent engineering 

CODP 
 

Customer order decoupling point 

DSM 
 

Design structure matrix 

ETO 
 

Engineer-to-order 

MTO 
 

Make-to-order 

PBD 
 

Point-based design 

PC 
 

Profit centre 

SBD Set-based design 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN CONCEPTS 

Some of the terms that are frequently used in the report are explained in this chapter. The explanations 

provides a short description of some of the information presented later on in the report. More thorough 

descriptions with references are found where the terms are mentioned in the text. 

 

BUILDING CONCEPT In this report, the term building concept refers to a house 

product based on a product platform. It includes conceptual 

thoughts of the product as for example design, values and 

market orientation. 

  

CONTINUOUS 

IMPROVEMENTS 

After a new product is introduced on the market, the company 

can work with continuous improvements of the product in 

order to keep it updated. In this way it is possible to keep the 

product desirable in a market with changing demands. 

Continuous improvements also provide a way to minimize 

flaws and improve quality of the product based on experience 

feedback. 

  

PRE-ENGINEERING The level of pre-engineering is the level of which the product is 

predefined in terms of design solutions. I.e. how much of the 

product that is already designed when the customer enters the 

process. 

  

PRODUCT PLATFORM A product platform contains a base of assets, for example 

technical solutions, functions and processes, which are shared 

by a group of products. I.e. the product platform can be used 

as a base for generating a number of different product variants. 
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1 FROM A HISTORICAL POINT OF VIEW 

The history of industrialisation provides an explanation to why the manufacturing industry has 

developed further when it comes to industrialised methods than what the building industry has. By 

studying the history it is possible to get a general background of the development of industrialisation. 

This chapter is somewhat separate from the content of this master thesis, but the author’s belief is 

that an understanding of the history is crucial for understanding why things have become the way they 

are. The historical summary is brief and gives an overview of the development of industrialisation in 

Sweden in the 20th century. It also comments on influences that arose from Germany and the German 

design schools. 

 “If you wish to know WHERE you are going, you should first establish FROM WHERE 

you came.” 

(Franz Jochum, translated in  Hubka & Eder (1996, p. 35)) 

The product oriented industry in Europe started to develop towards industrial methods in the 

19th century during the industrialisation, but it was in the beginning of the 20th century that 

the product development really changed (Brunnström, 1997). Due to new materials that were 

casted in expensive molds, products started to be standardized and produced in large series, in 

order to generate profit (ibid.). The concept of product platforms was introduced in some 

companies in the beginning of the 20th century, where one of the first was the German AEG 

(ibid.). A product platform means the collection of assets that a set of products are sharing 

which leads to benefits of volume (Robertson & Ulrich, 1998). 

During the 20’s and 30’s, industrial products were considered to have aesthetic value  

(Brunnström, 1997), and the auto industry made a large impact when they shifted from 

craftsmanship to large volume production and with this enabled the masses to own their own 

car  (Winch, 2003). The first systematic ideas of a step-by-step approach to product development 

arose at this time, but these ideas did not really catch on until a few decades later  (Pahl, et al., 

2007).  At the same time the first thoughts of industrial building processes in Sweden were 

developed by the advocates of functionalism  (Asplund, et al., 1980). They believed that it was 

more important that each individual had enough space in their home, for a reasonable amount 

of money, than to live in expensive, too small, but personalized apartments (ibid.). The Swedish 

functionalism of the 30’s was inspired by German architects  (Brunnström, 1997), where great 

influence came from the Bauhaus school with its functional approach, both in product design 

and architecture  (Bürdek, 2005). But the general public in Sweden did not agree on their 

homes being developed like a mass-produced product, and demanded more individuality than 

that  (Asplund, et al., 1980). The focus of the industrialisation thus came to stay within the 

manufacturing industry. The 30’s and 40’s led to welfare for the middleclass and the increasing 

consumption of household and personal goods  (Doordan, 1995).  

After the Second World War, in the 50’s, the market became global and the marketing and 

sales focus increased  (Brunnström, 1997). In Germany at this time, the Ulm School of Design 
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focused their education on design that was coherent with the technical development, and 

started solving design problems in a systematic way  (Bürdek, 2005). Ulm School of Design also 

had a department of architecture, where they taught prefabricated construction, with the aim 

of developing apartments that were affordable for the German people (ibid.). In Sweden, 

industrial construction was first implemented in companies focusing on single-family houses  

(Adler, 2005; Fernström, 1998). They used modularisation and prefabrication in order to keep 

the prices down, which led to success in the house-building market  (Fernström, 1998). 

In the 60’s, the functional aspects of products became more important to the users than the 

aesthetic value  (Brunnström, 1997). This was also the time for atomisation and rationalisation 

and the design process started to develop into a team effort (ibid.). In Germany during this 

time, the Ulm School of Design started putting their teachings into practice in both 

architecture and manufacturing industry, and thus influencing the development in the actual 

industries  (Bürdek, 2005). Political actions in 1964  (Lessing, 2006), aiming to support the 

development of industrial construction of apartment buildings in Sweden, led to The Million 

Program (Swedish: Miljonprogrammet)  (Adler, 2005). The goal of The Million Program was to 

build 1 million apartments in 10 years, in order to deal with the apartment shortage  

(Apleberger, et al., 2007). The resulting large scale concrete suburbs have afterwards been under 

large criticism, which led to a bad reputation and almost complete halt of the Swedish industrial 

building industry  (Adler, 2005). But according to Fernström (1998) only around 15% of the 

buildings from this time were made with prefabrication. And something positive also came 

from the program in terms of new building techniques and building methods  (Adler, 2005). 

The development during the 60’s suggests that the functional demands of a building, or 

especially a neighbourhood of buildings, are more complex than those of most products. The 

context of the building and the overall impression can be enough to find the functional 

demands not fulfilled, even though one component, e.g. one apartment, fulfils all criteria. 

During the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s, the development of product platforms in the manufacturing 

industry, through modularisation and standardisation, became important in order to gain 

market chares  (Johannesson, et al., 2013). At this time, the companies working with industrial 

production of single-family houses in Sweden still had a beneficial market, and could continue 

their development of industrialised building processes  (Apleberger, et al., 2007; Lessing, 2006). 

This eventually led to today’s catalogue-houses. Companies working with large scale building 

projects could not seem to shake the negative impact from The Million Program. Thus the 

industrial development within the companies working with single-family houses strived ahead 

compared to other construction-companies (Lessing, 2006). The larger companies increased 

their export and established offices abroad, since the Swedish market could not present enough 

opportunities  (Nordstrand, 2008). It was during the 80’s and 90’s that quality and 

environmental aspects became important, and after the 90’s, the development of the work 

organisation led to concurrent engineering, which means teamwork of individuals with 

different knowledge and functions, in the manufacturing industry  (Johannesson, et al., 2013). 
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The development in the building industry after the 90’s has meant a shift of focus from the 

building-companies to the users  (Fernström, 1998). 

When studying the history it becomes clear that the industrialisation has developed further in 

the manufacturing industry than in the building industry. The development of productivity in 

the building industry has also been lower than in the manufacturing industry since the middle 

of the 20th century (Byggkostnadsdelegationen, 2000). This suggests that it is possible to learn 

from the manufacturing industry when it comes to industrialised work methods.  
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2 BACKGROUND 

In this chapter the problem statement is presented. This includes an explanation of difficulties that the 

building industry is facing when working towards industrialisation and how the manufacturing industry 

can be of help when developing new methods. 

Industrialised work methods could be one way to increase productivity in the building industry  

(Apleberger, et al., 2007; Lessing, 2006). In order to achieve this without bringing back negative 

associations to the Swedish Million Program it is important to focus todays building products 

on values as for example user demands and possibility for variation  (Apleberger, et al., 2007).  

In the manufacturing industry, systematic design processes have been recognized as decisive for 

controlling the outcome of product development, ensuring the right properties of the product 

and the proper commercialisation  (Pahl, et al., 2007). In the building industry on the other 

hand, development processes are often strongly project oriented (Apleberger, et al., 2007; 

Lessing, 2006). The organisation surrounding a building project is often decentralised, which 

leads to a proliferation in methods and processes  (Apleberger, et al., 2007). In addition to this, 

the building industry is known to be reluctant to change (Byggkommissionen, 2002), which 

makes the entry of new methods difficult. When building projects shift from project 

orientation towards industrialisation, the methods for developing building concepts also need 

to change into one part that focuses on product development, and one part that is linked to 

the project specific detailing process (Apleberger, et al., 2007). Smith & Eppinger (1997) argues 

that development processes are “procedural and repeatable” and thus should be possible to 

model in a way that enables review and improvement of them. It is important to understand 

what methods that are being used when developing building concepts, in order to gain 

experience from them that can be used in future development projects (Hubka & Eder, 1996). 

This could lead to increased effectiveness in the product development part of the building 

process, and more control over the final product. Both of which would be beneficial for the 

company and lead to higher productivity (Apleberger, et al., 2007). Developing new building 

concepts can be costly (Meiling, 2010), and therefore it is important to ensure the quality of 

the final result in order to not let the investment go to waste. 

When it comes to product development methods, the manufacturing industry provides a large 

amount of literature. The literature contains theories, standardised methods and well defined 

guidelines which are based on descriptive studies of real cases  (Johannesson, et al., 2013). This 

kind of theoretical foundation is not present for developing a building concept  (Jansson, 

2013a). The methods that are used today are seemingly delivering good results, but there is a 

lack of description of them in literature. This is a shortcoming that should be addressed in 

order to better understand product development processes in the building industry.  
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3 PROJECT AIM 

This chapter gives a concentrated description of the aim of this master thesis and the research 

questions that will be answered in order to reach the aim. Delimitations regarding the content of the 

work and the available resources are also presented. 

3.1 AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The aim of this project is to examine how product development processes in the building 

industry are carried out in real cases. The reason for this is the gap in literature regarding actual 

development processes of building concepts.  

In order to describe a development process, the end result also has to be understood. By 

studying the content of a building concept, and thus a product platform, a categorisation of 

the platform content can be made. By doing this it will be possible to examine how the different 

parts of the product platform are developed in relation to each other during the development 

process of the building concept. Therefore the sub aim of this master thesis is to examine how 

platform development is integrated in the development process of a building concept. 

Since there is a large pool of knowledge in the manufacturing industry regarding development 

methods, these can be used to better understand the development processes of building 

concepts. Therefore methods used for product development in the manufacturing industry will 

be compared to the actual development processes of the building concepts studied in this 

report. In this way it can be possible to find learning points from the manufacturing industry 

that can be used to improve product development processes in the building industry. 

The project aim leads to the formulation of the following research questions: 

1. How are building concepts in the building industry developed? 

2. How are the different parts of the product platform integrated in the development of a 

building concept? 

3. How can development methods from the manufacturing industry be beneficial for 

developing building concepts? 

3.1 DELIMITATIONS 
This master thesis is limited to 20 weeks full time work (equivalent to 30 credits). The work is 

limited to two building concepts where approximately six weeks were spent studying the 

concept development processes and the contents of the concepts. In regard to the content of 

the master thesis, it is limited to the development processes and contents of the building 

concepts. Interviews performed in the study were limited to 3-5 key persons related to each 

building concept. The interviewees were selected based on their part of the development 

processes of the two building concepts.  
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4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter provides the theoretical base for the description and understanding of development 

processes of building concepts, both regarding industrialised building, product platforms, and product 

development methods in the manufacturing industry. The theory in this chapter is also used for 

performing the analysis of the results. Some of the information in this chapter is only present for 

providing a general understanding of the subjects of this report. 

4.1 INDUSTRIALISED BUILDING 
When talking about industrialised building, it is common to associate the production with 

prefabrication and assembly line principles. But industrialised methods can be used without 

either one of these. Therefor the definitions of the terms industrial construction and industrialised 

construction, made by Apleberger et al. (2007, p. 18), helps to clarify the extent of 

industrialisation used in the building industry. The definitions are originally in Swedish, and 

translated by the author of this report: 

“Industrial construction (Swedish: Industriellt byggande (eller produktion)):  

Manufacturing processes that take place in a closed industrial environment, only assembly 

takes place at the construction site.  

Industrialised construction (Swedish: Industrialiserat byggande): 

The planning and construction processes are in accordance with industrial principles, 

including for example prefabricated components, but a predominant part of the production 

takes place at the building site.” 

The definition of industrialised house-building suggested by Lessing (2006, p. 93) provides a view 

of industrialisation that is more organisation oriented: 

“Industrialised house-building is a thoroughly developed building process with a well-suited 

organization for efficient management, preparation and control of the included activities, 

flows, resources and results for which highly developed components are used in order to 

create maximum customer value.” 

These three definitions suggests that when talking solely about prefabrication, the term 

industrial construction should be used, while the terms industrialised construction and 

industrialised house-building focuses more on industrial principles and processes. 

The industrialisation of the building industry is developing rapidly  (Lessing, 2006). The 

Swedish companies working with industrialised construction has chosen different approaches 

to the development, thus having different levels of industrialisation  (Apleberger, et al., 2007). 

Some of them are focusing on prefabrication and others on process control and customer 

satisfaction (ibid.). The driving forces for the development can be for example economy, 

demands for shorter lead times, better quality control or an increase in environmental 
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awareness (ibid.). In order to increase the level of industrialisation, companies can for example 

develop standardised building concepts based on platforms (Jensen, et al., 2012). 

4.2 PLATFORMS 

Product platforms provides a way of gaining benefits of volume while at the same time being able 

to offer products that can be individually adapted to each customer (Robertson & Ulrich, 1998; 

Thuesen & Hvam, 2011; Williams, et al., 2007). A definition of a platform is provided by 

Robertson & Ulrich (1998, p. 20): 

“We define a platform as the collection of assets that are shared by a set of products. These 

assets can be divided into four categories: Components […], processes […], knowledge […], 

people and relationships […].” 

The development of a product platform can be beneficial in industrialised house-building 

(Jansson, 2013a; Lessing, 2006; Thuesen & Hvam, 2011), and it is possible for a company to 

have more than one product platform in use at the same time  (Johnsson, 2011). Instead of the 

four platform categories described by Robertson & Ulrich (1998), Lessing (2006) suggests that 

a house-building platform should consist of a technical platform and a process platform and they 

should be integrated to support each other. The product variants that are derived from a 

platform form a product family. Each product variant is individually adapted to the customer, 

while the platform and thus the family as a whole is developed to meet a specific market 

segment.  (Jiao, et al., 2007a) 

According to Wikberg & Ekholm (2011), the platforms used in industrialised construction are 

often focused on technical solutions and does not provide a mean to describe the architectural 

object. They define architectural objects as follows (Wikberg & Ekholm, 2011, p. 456): 

“Architectural objects are defined as objects having technical, functional and aesthetic 

properties, representing real activity situations in a design project.” 

Product architecture is also described by Jensen (2014), where he points out that an 

architectural object can be based on modules or integral parts, or a mix of the two. A 

description of modules is provided by Jiao et al. (2007a, p.9): 

“A module refers to a physical or conceptual grouping of components that share some 

characteristics.”  

When using platforms in the building industry, it is important to find a balance between 

commonality which generates profit of volume, and distinctiveness which generates customer 

values and individuality (Jansson, 2013a; Jensen, 2014; Robertson & Ulrich, 1998). 

Commonality refers to the parts within the platforms that offers no variety, and distinctiveness 

refers to the parts that make the product variants unique  (Jansson, 2013a). Since each project 

in the building industry is unique regarding client demands and site conditions & regulations, 
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it is difficult to have a fully defined platform in a house-building context (ibid.). Therefor it is 

difficult to compare industrialised building to the manufacturing industry (Gibb, 2001), since 

products in the manufacturing industry often are fully defined when the customer enters the 

process. 

In a house-building context, Lessing (2006) points out the importance of separating the 

development of a platform from the development of individual house-projects. He states that 

platform development should be looked at as the development of a product. The development 

of a product platform is a continuous process (ibid.). This is argued to be crucial by Thuesen 

& Hvam (2011, p. 352), stating that: 

 “… the development of a platform is a long-term learning process, which – based on some 

initial decisions and with a constant focus on creating value and reducing cost – enable 

companies to improve their business by systemic incremental innovation.” 

The term building concept is used for the concepts studied in this report. They are based on 

product platforms, but the building concepts also include conceptual thoughts of design, values 

and market orientation that are not standardised and included in the platforms. A product 

platform can be the base of more than one building concept. 

The literature described in this section suggests that the product platform of a building concept 

should be composed of a technical platform, an architectural platform and a process platform. 

This is supported by Jensen et al. (2012) who suggests that it is possible to look at a building 

from three views: engineering view, customer view and production view. These three 

components of the product platform are all based on a foundation of knowledge, people, and 

relationships, in accordance with the platform definition made by Robertson & Ulrich (1998). 

Therefore the model in Figure 1 is suggested for this report. The different parts of the platform 

are interdependent and should be developed and used in parallel (Lessing, 2006).  

 

FIGURE 1. STRUCTURE OF A BUILDING CONCEPT’S PRODUCT PLATFORM, BASED ON THE LITERATURE DESCRIBED IN THIS 

CHAPTER. 
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4.2.1 TECHNICAL PLATFORM 

A typical technical platform in the construction industry contains a base of technical solutions, 

a generic product structure and constraints regarding size as for example standardised floor 

heights  (Jensen, et al., 2012). Jensen et al. (2009) describes the technical platform as the “core 

product description system”. Lessing (2006) agrees on this, describing that a technical platform 

consists of technical solutions for various building parts; structural elements, walls, roof 

solutions, installations, bathrooms, equipment and so forth. Jensen (2010, p. 5) describes a 

technical platform as: 

“Predefined technical solutions that can be used in the design and configuration of a 

building. Can be specified in drawings, instructions manuals or implemented in CAD tools 

as executable code. A technical solution can be used together with other solutions ore by 

itself.” 

Based on the definitions and explanations above, and on the structure of the two studied 

building concepts, the technical platforms in this report are described as a combination of 

technical solutions; building materials and methods; interior materials and finishes; and 

building constraints. Technical solutions refers to solutions of detailed level, for example 

detailed drawings or descriptions of a building element or system. Building materials and 

methods refers to the building system, what the building elements are made of. Interior 

materials and finishes means flooring, wallpaper, kitchen units, bathroom fittings, fixtures and 

so on. Building constraints are constraints that have technical influence on the final product, 

for example floor height, room size, window sizes and so on. Some of the constraints of a 

building originates from building regulations but these are not included in the description of 

the technical platform since they are not product nor company specific.  

4.2.2 ARCHITECTURAL PLATFORM 

In order to describe an architectural object, Wikberg & Ekholm (2011) suggests a hierarchical 

model of the platform organisation which is shown in Figure 2. It is divided into different 

organizational levels (ibid.). Focus of the hierarchies is on the functions of the building and 

how they are organised in architectural modules (ibid.). Architectural modularity is also 

described by Jensen (2014), explaining how the modularity makes it possible to derive a number 

of distinctive products from a set of general modules. In order to present opportunities for 

distinctiveness in the architectural platform, Jensen (2014) suggests the use of design modules. 

They are modules that can be designed uniquely for each individual building, but has 

standardised interfaces in order to enable the modularity (ibid.). In addition to the design 

modules, an architectural platform also contains standard modules, variant modules, and unique 

parts (Jensen, 2014). Standard modules refers to modules that are shared by all product variants, 

and variant modules are standardised modules enabling product configuration according to 

customer demands (ibid.).  
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FIGURE 2. HIERARCHICAL PLATFORM ORGANIZATION OF AN ARCHITECTURAL OBJECT (WIKBERG & EKHOLM, 2011). 

Even though the architectural modularity is based on functional aspects, the modules also 

include and affect technical aspects and unquantifiable values as for example aesthetics 

(Wikberg & Ekholm, 2011). The hierarchical model suggested by Wikberg & Ekholm (2011) 

combined with the different kinds of architectural modules described by Jensen (2014) is used 

in this report for describing the modularity and content of the architectural platforms. 

4.2.3 PROCESS PLATFORM 

A process platform consists of the processes related to a product family which are necessary for 

achieving efficient management of the related work (Zhang et. al. 2007). Each process is linked 

to a product component or a specific product (ibid.). Jensen et al. (2013) uses the following 

definition of a process platform: 

“A process platform entails the conceptual structure and overall logical organization of 

producing a family of products, thus providing a generic umbrella to capture and utilize 

commonality, within which each new product fulfillment is instantiated and extended so as 

to anchor production planning to a common process structure”. 

According to Jiao et al. (2007b, p. 114), a process platform consists of: 

“1) A common process structure (usually in the form of routings) shared by all process 

variants; 2) derivation of specific process variants from the common structure; 3) 

correspondence between product and process variety, which resembles the correlation between 

the product and process platforms, namely variety coordination.” 

One benefit of developing a process platform is that the production stage can be taken into 

account during the product development. It is during the production of the building that a 

large part of the building cost and the lead time are determined. Product variety might in some 

cases not significantly affect the production processes, but some changes, for example changes 

in material, might lead to the need of completely different tools, machines and methods. 

Therefor by coordinating production and design, the company can achieve better control of 
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the finished product, and by minimising the process variety the company can achieve efficiency 

in production. (Jiao, et al., 2007b) 

4.3 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
When it comes to product development in the manufacturing industry, there are different 

strategies used by different companies, and depending on the present circumstances  

(Johannesson, et al., 2013). Some strategies are structured and systematic in order to control 

the development process and to ensure that there is a balance between customer value and 

company profit (ibid.). Studies have shown that when developing a new product, the use of 

structured methods and processes is beneficial for the success of the new product  (Graner & 

Missler-Behr, 2013). The adapted procedure must both be structured in the sense of enabling 

planning, optimisation and verification, and be flexible to ensure usability in all possible 

product development contexts that the company might encounter  (Pahl, et al., 2007). The 

methods that can be used for product development are many, but most of them have in 

common that they provide a tool for the development team to come up with and analyse ideas, 

and finally decide on which solution that fulfils the criteria in the best way.  

Different kinds of design processes are mentioned in literature on product development. Some 

of the general design processes are either based on traditional intuitive methods or more 

structured methods using design tools and/or computer programs. They can be used in 

different situations depending on the circumstances and they require different level of 

preparations and will result in different levels of optimisation. An intuitive design process does 

for example not require long preparations, and the process itself is often fast due to the long 

experience of the design team. The results however, are generally not optimal. A methodical, 

systematic design process on the other hand, is generally more time consuming when it comes 

to preparations and execution, but the results have the potential of being optimal. (Hubka & 

Eder, 1996) 

Even though structured methods provide control of the development process, they also entail 

some cons. The negative aspects of working with structured development and design methods 

can be for example a possibility that the work process will inhibit creativity, that more time will 

have to be spent on preparations, and a risk that the systematic methods will be too general to 

be efficient with different kinds of problem specifications. But the systematic ways do provide 

a tool for focusing the work effort, they enable a work environment that supports teamwork, 

and they make the decision process clear during the work. (Johannesson, et al., 2013) 

4.3.1 DESIGN ITERATION 

In product development, the process can be considered as open or divergent, which means that 

there are many possible solutions to a design problem  (Johannesson, et al., 2013). In order to 

find a solution that is suitable for the design task, Johannesson et al. (2013) describes two 

possible approaches to problem solving. In the first approach, shown in Figure 3, as many 
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solutions as possible are generated in the beginning of the process (ibid.). This can generate a 

creative environment where new solutions can be brought to light. All solutions are then 

developed, evaluated and compared to each other and to the determined criteria, in order to 

find the best one (ibid.). This strategy with multiple design suggestions is called set-based design 

(SBD) and has become famous from the successful car manufacturer Toyota (Ballard, 2000). 

Some argues that when performing SBD, the design team wastes time on developing alternative 

solutions that in the end will not be used (ibid.). However, Toyota has high performance 

development processes, which might be because multiple design suggestions minimize the need 

for non-value adding iteration (ibid.).  

 

FIGURE 3. SET-BASED PROBLEM SOLVING, AFTER  (JOHANNESSON, ET AL., 2013). 

In the second approach described by Johannesson et al. (2013), which is shown in Figure 4, 

one design solution is chosen which then goes through an iteration loop of analysis and 

refinement until a satisfactory result is achieved. This approach is called point-based design (PBD), 

and is the traditional design strategy (Ballard, 2000). When adding concurrent engineering 

(CE) to PBD, the development process goes from sequential to multifunctional teamwork, 

which shortens the process (Singer, et al., 2009). CE is important in order to ensure that all 

aspects of the final product are considered during the design stage (Hubka & Eder, 1996). 

 

FIGURE 4. POINT-BASED PROBLEM SOLVING, AFTER  (JOHANNESSON, ET AL., 2013). 

One of the down sides of design iteration is that the process can be time consuming (Smith & 

Eppinger, 1997). Some iterations are value adding and thus positive, whilst other iterations do 

not add any value and thus are negative and entail unnecessary time additions (Ballard, 2000). 

Wynn et al. (2007) points out six different perspectives of iteration which are shown in Figure 

5; exploration, convergence, refinement, rework, negotiation, and repetition. Different 

iteration perspectives can be used in different stages of the design process and they depend on 

situation-specific factors (Wynn, et al., 2007). 
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FIGURE 5. SIX PERSPECTIVES OF DESIGN ITERATION, BY WYNN ET AL. (2007). 

Convergence is described by Singer et al. (2009) as the basis for PBD. They point out some 

disadvantages to the approach to be that the final result is usually not the optimal solution, and 

that the number of iterations are usually restricted by the available time and budget. Wynn et 

al. (2007) explains that convergence is used when designing complex systems where the 

solutions cannot be easily identified. The iterations are made in order to gradually move the 

product through more and more detailed levels (ibid.).  

The iterative behaviour is complex and it is difficult to foresee what obstacles will cause 

iterations and how many iteration loops that are necessary before a successful result is achieved 

(Wynn, et al., 2007). This makes iteration a weak spot when it comes to structuring design 

processes. One attempt to structure and plan an iterative process is by using the design structure 

matrix (DSM), or spin-offs from the DSM model (Ballard, 2000; Safoutin, 2003; Wynn, et al., 

2007). This kind of model can be used to separate positive and negative iterations (Smith & 

Eppinger, 1997), and for re-sequencing design tasks in order to reduce or eliminate iterations 

(Ballard, 2000). There are also other models that handle design iteration. Wynn et al. (2007) 

mentions for example IDEF0, Signposting and Adaptive Test Process. 

4.3.2 THE GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH 

Pahl et al. (2007) after VDI-Richtlinie 2221 (1993) describes a structured design method of 

general character to be in accordance with Figure 6. The process is clearly broken down to 

graspable parts with deliverables after each one. Since the model only provides a rough 

structure, it can be individually adapted to each development situation, and more detailed 

working procedures can be assigned when necessary (Pahl, et al., 2007). The structure of this 

model is of an iterative character where some steps might be skipped completely and some steps 

might be repeated a number of times (ibid.). 
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FIGURE 6. GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH (PAHL ET AL. (2007) AFTER VDI-RICHTLINIE 2221 (1993)). 

4.4 PRODUCTION STRATEGIES 
Producing companies can operate with different production strategies (Jansson, 2013a), where 

a dominant part of the building industry uses an engineer-to-order (ETO) strategy (Gosling & 

Naim, 2009). Since most buildings are site-dependant and need some level of customer 

adaption, it is reasonable to expect most building projects to be of an ETO character. In the 

ETO strategy, the customer enters the process during the design stage and can in this way 

influence the design process (Olhager, 2003). Other production strategies are make-to-order 

(MTO), assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (Olhager, 2003; Sackett, et al., 1997; Wikner & 

Rudberg, 2005). The level of product definition increases towards make-to-stock where the 

products are fully defined and produced based on forecast (Olhager, 2003). What separates the 

production strategies is the customer order decoupling point (CODP), which is the point where 

the customer places the order and thus separates the product development into one part that 

is developed based on forecast, and one part that is developed based on customer requirements 

and demands (Gosling & Naim, 2009). 

Even though most building projects are of ETO character, they can still have a high level of 

pre-engineering. In order to better understand the level of pre-engineering, the ETO strategy 

can be divided into design-to-order, modify-to-order, configure-to-order and engineer-to-stock, 
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as shown in Figure 7. This division is a combination of the work of Johnsson (2013) and Jensen 

(2010), adapted to provide a suitable framework for this study. The pre-engineering levels are 

differentiated by the CODP (Jensen, 2010). In design-to-order, the predefinition consists of 

general norms and standards (ibid.). Modify-to-order consists of a product platform with generic 

product structures that allows for customized products (ibid.). In configure to order, the 

product platform contains modules and standard parts that can be configured to meet customer 

requests, and in engineer-to-stock the products are fully designed and presented in a product 

portfolio (ibid). In industrialised house-building with building concepts, the concepts have 

some degree of pre-engineering which is developed based on forecast  (Johnsson, 2013). This 

places them on the left side of the CODP. Each individual project is however developed based 

on customer requirements and demands, thus placing the actual projects on the right side of 

the CODP (ibid.). 

 

FIGURE 7. PRE-ENGINEERING LEVELS BASED ON THE CUSTOMER ORDER DECOUPLING POINT. 
ADAPTED FROM JOHNSSON (2013) AND JENSEN (2010). 

4.5 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS 
Continuous improvement of a building concept and a product platform is important in order 

to keep them updated in regard to changing technology, new demands and project specific 

requirements (Jansson, 2013a). Building concepts and product platforms should be developed 

based on forecast, while each individual project is developed based on customer demands 

(Lessing, 2006). This separation is possible to achieve theoretically by using the CODP. 

Continuous improvement thus takes place on the left side of the CODP and is based on 

forecast, but also on feedback from the projects on the right side of the CODP, Figure 8. 

Experience feedback is key to successful continuous improvement (Meiling, 2010), and it 

should be driven by a knowledge pull instead of a knowledge push, in order to not overflow 

the knowledge bank of the platform (Jansson, 2013b). Due to the long cycle times of building 

projects and the risk of experience loss when the projects are finished, the feedback channels 

should go from the day to day work with projects to the continuous improvement of the 

platform and should encourage a frequent sharing of knowledge (Jansson, 2013b). By using 
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experience feedback the platform constraints and the balance between commonality and 

distinctiveness can be developed over time, thus ensuring an up-to-date platform that meets the 

needs of the market (ibid.). It is however important to ensure that the fed back information is 

actually accessible and used in the organisation, otherwise the feedback will only be stored 

information and not converted into knowledge (Meiling, 2010). This is mainly the 

management’s responsibility, who should ensure that the information is stored in an accessible 

way and thus made available to the recipients (ibid.).  

To handle experience feedback when the organisation is decentralised can be difficult since 

projects in this kind of organisation often focus on short-term task performance instead of long-

term knowledge accumulation (Jansson, 2013a). Another reason for feedback difficulties is that 

the project organisations are temporary (Meiling, 2010). Experiences in the building industry 

are also often linked to specific projects when they are fed back and stored in the experience 

database (Meiling & Johnsson, 2008a). This one-of-a-kind character where technical solutions 

are unique to one project hinders the transfer of knowledge between projects (Meiling, 2010). 

Meiling (2010) also argues that on-site production can be a barrier to continuous improvement, 

since the working conditions does not allow for process orientation and standardisation. 

Like with development processes of new products, there are also a number of structured 

methods and tools to use as support when working with continuous improvement. Meiling 

(2010) gives as example root cause analysis, and visualisations like cause and effect, or tree 

diagrams. He also points out the importance of a structured problem solving process in 

improvement, where the method of step-wise problem solving, including plan-do-check-act is 

one example. Why continuous improvement should be based on structured methods is because 

these methods facilitate solutions that are based on facts rather than intuition, they encourage 

cross-department communication, and they provide means to predict the outcome of changes 

(ibid.). The case studies performed by Meiling (2010) and his co-workers show however that 

structured methods for continuous improvement are seldom used at industrialised building 

companies in Sweden today. 

 

FIGURE 8. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN BUILDING CONCEPT AND BUILDING PROJECTS WHEN WORKING WITH CONTINUOUS 

IMPROVEMENT. THE FIGURE IS BASED ON THE THEORY PRESENTED IN THIS SECTION. 
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4.6 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN THE BUILDING-INDUSTRY 
When studying literature about product development and continuous improvement, it 

becomes clear that structured methods are considered as beneficial for the outcome of a 

development process (see for example Hubka & Eder (1996) and Graner & Missler-Behr 

(2013)). There are also a number of methods available to use as support when designing a new 

product or working with continuous improvements of an already existing one (see for example 

Pahl et al. (2007), Wynn et al. (2007) or Meiling (2010)). But there is a lack of description of 

how product development in the building-industry is actually carried out in real cases (Jansson, 

2013a). An in depth knowledge of how product development of building concepts are executed 

in combination with knowledge about product development methods from the manufacturing 

industry can provide a base for structuring future development projects. By using structured 

methods, the development processes can be continuously evaluated in order to gain experiences 

for further improvement of them, which is important according to Hubka & Eder (1996).  
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5 METHOD 

In this chapter the chosen methods for carrying out the research are presented. The methods are 

chosen based on literature regarding how to conduct research and based on the research questions. 

How the research cases were chosen is also presented in this chapter. After this follows a detailed 

description of how the research was carried out. This includes a description of how information was 

gathered and analysed. A discussion of how the research was executed is integrated in the chapter. 

5.1 RESEARCH APPROACH 
Since the aim of this research is to examine how product development processes of building 

concepts are carried out in real projects, a case study approach is suitable (Yin 2014). One of 

the benefits of this approach is that it gives a holistic view of the studied case (Denscombe, 

2009). Due to the time limitation, it was not possible for me to participate in a development 

project from starting point to finish, and therefore I instead chose to study development 

processes that have already been finished. In order to get a perspective where the development 

process is not linked to a specific level of pre-engineering of the building concepts, two building 

concepts were chosen that has different levels of pre-engineering. This makes the study a 

multiple case-study (Gillham, 2000). A case study approach is inductive (Hamel, et al., 1993), 

and allows for either qualitative or quantitative approaches, or a combination of both (Patel & 

Davidsson, 2003). Since the focus of this study is to understand how building companies work 

with product development processes, it is not suitable for quantitative numeric analysis (Starrin 

& Svensson, 1994). Instead a qualitative approach should be used (Nyberg & Tidström, 2012; 

Patel & Davidsson, 2003). This means that the goal is to examine properties of empirical 

phenomena that are not numerically measurable (Starrin & Svensson, 1994). The information 

should therefore be gathered as written interpretations (Denscombe, 2009). 

As with all research, it is important to first do a literature study in order to understand where 

the gap in present research is and thus be able to specify the problem statement (Patel & 

Davidsson, 2003). The literature study also provides a deeper knowledge of the subject and a 

basis of theories that can be used for the final analysis (ibid.). When conducting a case study, 

it is possible to use a number of different methods for gathering the necessary information, for 

example interviews, field studies, observations, documents, and so on (Hamel, et al., 1993; Yin, 

2014). Since I was focusing on development processes that had already been carried out, 

interviews were a suitable choice of method. In order to also get an understanding of the 

building concepts themselves I studied documents and made interviews and observations of 

the content of the concepts and of how they are used in general. In order to ensure validity of 

the results, triangulation and respondent control were used. Triangulation means to use 

multiple sources of information (Merriam, 1994; Patel & Davidsson, 2003), which was possible 

when studying the contents of the building concepts. Since the concept development processes 

turned out to not have been documented, the triangulation regarding this part could only 

consist of multiple interviewees. By also using respondent control, which means that the people 
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who have provided information gets to control the results and content of the study in order to 

ensure the correctness, the level of validity can be further increased (Merriam, 1994). All 

information in this report has been read and approved by responsible parties at the two offices. 

There are often discussions about whether the results from a case study can be used for drawing 

generalised conclusions (Denscombe, 2009). They can definitely be used for providing an in 

depth and holistic description of the studied phenomena which contribute to a broader 

knowledge of the subject, but some researchers state that there is no meaning in generalising 

the results from one single case (Merriam, 1994). When the case study consists of multiple 

cases, it is easier to assert generalizability based on the chosen sample criteria (ibid.). But even 

with one single case it is possible to motivate why the results could be generalizable 

(Denscombe, 2009). In this case, the two building concepts that are studied are both unique 

and no exact copies can be found in other companies. But they are two examples that are part 

of the category of product development methods in the building industry. Therefore the 

generalizability depends on the level of similarity between these concepts and other building 

concepts in the category (ibid.). The similarities should be both regarding content, organisation 

and circumstances (ibid.). This makes it important to include enough details in the 

presentation of the study so that it becomes possible to compare other instances within the 

same category to the studied cases (ibid.). 

5.2 THE CHOICE OF RESEARCH CASES 
NCC is one of the leading construction and property development companies in Northern 

Europe. Their projects range from residential buildings to industry facilities and infrastructure. 

They are a Swedish based company with building and construction projects mainly in the 

Nordic countries. They also have offices in the Baltics, where they build houses and dwellings, 

and in Germany and St. Petersburg where they focus on dwellings. (NCC, 2014a) 

In Sweden, NCC has developed a number of industrialised building concepts over the years. 

One of these is NCC Folkboende, which is a building concept for apartment buildings 

developed at the local office in Umeå. It has a high level of pre-engineering, Figure 9, which 

allows the company to sell the building concept almost like a configurable product. The 

building concept has become successful in the Swedish market and is now a significant part of 

the company portfolio. This building concept is suitable to study due the high level of pre-

engineering and due to the fact that it was developed recently. 
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FIGURE 9. PRE-ENGINEERING LEVELS OF THE TWO BUILDING CONCEPTS NCC FOLKBOENDE AND NCC GERMANY’S 

APARTMENT-CONCEPT. 

At NCC Housing in Germany, the company uses a product platform that is implemented in 

all their projects, ranging from single-family houses to large scale apartment complexes. The 

apartment projects can be considered as a building concept with a low level of pre-engineering, 

Figure 9, where the product platform forms the basis of standardisation and the buildings 

themselves can be varied in size, layout and appearance. The German product platform is 

known within NCC to generate good economic results with high quality buildings. It is often 

used as an example in internal discussions at NCC when talking about successful 

implementation of product platforms. The German platform was also studied by Thuesen & 

Hvam (2011), and they concluded the platform to be highly successful. The building concept 

for apartment buildings that is based on the product platform is suitable to study because of 

the low level of pre-engineering and due to the success of the concept. 

The fact that NCC has two successful building concepts with different levels of pre-engineering 

makes them suitable for this case study. Since both building concepts are owned by the same 

company it facilitates the research, as competition between companies can be disregarded 

during the work process and analysis. This has also been a good quality when conducting the 

preparations of the research, making it easier to find contact information and arranging the 

visits at the two offices. NCC is a company that wants to develop the building industry through 

innovation and research (NCC, 2014b). This contributes to facilitate a case study, providing 

good opportunities for insight into their actual business which is a prerequisite for conducting 

a successful study. 

5.3 IMPLEMENTATION 
The work process of this case study can be divided into four main categories: literature study, 

empirical data collection at NCC in Umeå, empirical data collection at NCC in Fürstenwalde, 

and analysis of the results. Each category is described in detail below. 

5.3.1 LITERATURE STUDY 

The literature study that I performed in the beginning of the work process contained historical 

aspects of industrialisation in the building and manufacturing industries, industrialised 

construction, platforms, and product development methods. The theory was studied in order 

to deepen my knowledge in the relevant fields so that I would be able to ask the right questions 

and understand the meaning of the gathered information (Patel & Davidsson, 2003). The 
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literature study was more extensive than what is shown in this report, since not all of the studied 

material turned out to be relevant for the cases. As a master student in architectural engineering 

I have some previous knowledge of building systems, the building industry in general and 

industrialised construction. This has been a contributing factor to the quality of the work, since 

I did not have to learn everything from scratch. Product development methods used in the 

manufacturing industry was a new subject to me though, and therefore I spent a large part of 

the literature study focused on this subject. In conjunction with the literature study I also made 

a plan for how to conduct the research, prepared interview questions, booked interview 

appointments at the office in Umeå and planned my visit at the office in Fürstenwalde. 

5.3.2 NCC FOLKBOENDE 

The first case of the study was NCC Folkboende at the NCC office in Umeå, Sweden. I was 

assigned a desk at the office and worked regular work hours which meant that I took part in 

coffee breaks and had lunch with the employees at the office. This enabled me to do 

observations in addition to the planned interviews, and it gave me the possibility to ask 

spontaneous questions as they arose during my work. I spent three weeks at the office. During 

the first two weeks I performed five interviews. The interviewees were a building engineer from 

the consulting architectural office Arkinova, an installation coordinator, a site manager, one of 

the present day project leaders of the concept, and the project owner. All of them, except from 

the present day project leader, were involved in the development process of NCC Folkboende.  

The interviews were semi-structured (Denscombe, 2009), where I had prepared a framework of 

questions to ensure to keep in mind all aspect of a development process. These questions are 

found in Appendix 1. The questions were prepared before I knew the detailed content of the 

building concept and the development process, in order to not let the knowledge of these limit 

the content of the questions or lead the questions and answers towards expected results (Bell, 

2006). The questions were not based on any specific theory or model from the literature study, 

but on a combination of all knowledge that I had gathered about product development 

processes. I did not follow the questions strictly during the interviews. Instead I kept an open 

mind in order to adapt to the circumstances and to be able to follow possible interesting side 

tracks that could come up during the interviews in order to find all relevant information. All 

interviews were audio recorded and transcribed straight after the interviews were finished. The 

interviews lasted between 1-2 hours each. Research has shown that the answers of an interview 

are influenced by who is performing the interview, especially if the interview questions are of 

sensitive character (Denscombe, 2009). In order to make sure that I as an interviewer made as 

little influence on the answers as possible, I followed the advice of (Denscombe, 2009) and 

acted polite during the interviews and did my best to respond neutrally to the answers. Note 

that there is a difference between leading the questions towards interesting subjects and leading 

the answers towards expected results, where the former is positive and the latter is undesirable. 

It should also be noted that I have no previous experience of performing interviews, but since 

the content of the questions were not of any sensitive character, there is no reason to believe 
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that any reaction of mine would affect the information of the answers. Some of the interviewees 

stated that their memory of the development process might be lacking in some cases. This was 

countered by interviewing five people which made it possible to verify the information by 

comparing the answers.  

In addition to the interviews, I also studied documents and material related to the building 

concept. These documents and material was found in the two computer systems that are used 

for the Folkboende concept. During the third week at the office, additional interviews were 

performed with the building engineer and the installation coordinator. These were also audio 

recorded and transcribed straight after they were finished. The questions of these interviews 

were prepared based on the knowledge I had gathered on the building concept and on the 

concept development process. The purpose was to fill out gaps and answer questions that had 

arose during the work process. 

5.3.3 NCC GERMANY’S BUILDING CONCEPT 

The second case of the study was the concept for apartment buildings at the NCC office in 

Fürstenwalde, close to Berlin. I stayed there for two and a half weeks and was assigned a desk 

in the office landscape environment. During my stay, I worked regular work hours, but 

observations and “coffee machine talk” was difficult due to language barriers. A few 

spontaneous conversations about the building concept did occur though. The first interview I 

performed was semi-structured (Denscombe, 2009) with one of the architects. The interview 

was based on the questions from the case study of the Folkboende concept. Since the architect 

was not present during the development of the product platform, and since the building 

concept used at the German office differs markedly from the Folkboende concept, the 

questions were of little use. This interview was audio recorded but not transcribed, since it 

instead turned out to serve as a first step towards understanding the main features of the 

building concept. The audio recording also seemed to be a disturbing element during the 

interview and therefore I made the decision to not record the following interviews. I gathered 

information of the building concept through asking questions to the English speaking staff that 

I got to know at the office, and by studying documents from the product platform. All 

documents were in German which meant that I had to translate them by using Google translate. 

Google translate does not always provide accurate translations, but they were adequate enough 

for understanding the main features of the documents. Before drawing any conclusions I always 

checked with the employees that I had perceived the information correctly. This was confirmed 

by at least two people each time.  

An interview was also performed with a second architect. The purpose of this interview was to 

gather information on how the product platform is used in building projects in general, from 

first idea of a project until construction and utilization. The documentation of this interview 

was also through taking notes and transcription straight after the interview was done.  
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In order to gather information of the development process of the building concept I performed 

three interviews with the project coordinator of one of the planning departments, who is also 

involved in the continuous development of the product platform. During these interviews I 

took notes of the information and made a transcription of everything that had been said 

straight after the interviews were finished. This way of documenting interviews make it more 

likely to end up with incorrect information since some information can get lost in translation 

(Bell, 2006), but this was countered by always controlling the transcribed information with the 

interviewee or with other employees at the office before entering it in my final report. The first 

interview was semi-structured and some questions were prepared in advance based on the 

questions used at the first interviews in Umeå. One of the architects at the office was present 

during most part of this interview, on request from the interviewee, in order to help with the 

language. The information from the first interview led to the questions of the second interview, 

since I had started to understand how the development process had been carried out and thus 

could ask questions to generate a more in depth knowledge. The third interview was performed 

on one of my last days at the office and the purpose was to control that the information that I 

had gathered was coherent with the actual case.  

It was not possible for me to use triangulation of the information concerning the concept 

development process since I only had the opportunity to interview one of the employees with 

knowledge of the process. This is a limitation, but my expression of the interviewee suggests 

that this person is sufficiently knowledgeable in the area to give correct answers. The final 

report has also been read and approved by the management of NCC Germany. In this way the 

correctness of the information has been possible to ensure. The gathered information is not of 

as detailed character as for the Folkboende concept, and this is mainly because of the time-

limitation combined with language barriers which made the interviewing process more time 

consuming. The information does however give a description of the general characteristics of 

the development process.  

In order to get a reality perspective of the building concept, I made two site-visits together with 

two project leaders. Pictures from these visits are shown in Figure 10. The first site-visit was at 

a development area where NCC had developed and built a neighbourhood of apartment 

buildings based on the product platform. These buildings were close to completion and 

contained either rental apartments or ownership apartments. At the second site-visit, we visited 

two areas where NCC were building single family houses, also based on the product platform. 

At one of these, some of the houses were still being produced with the building system visible 

from the inside. 
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FIGURE 10. PICTURES FROM MY SITE VISITS AT NCC PROJECTS CLOSE TO BERLIN. THE FIRST PICTURE IS FROM THE PROJECT 

SONNENGARTEN WHERE NCC ARE BUILDING APARTMENTS. THE SECOND PICTURE SHOWS THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN 

INTERIOR WALL IN A SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE IN THE PROJECT LUISENAUE. THE THIRD PICTURE IS ALSO FROM THE PROJECT 

LUISENAUE WHERE SOME OF THE HOUSES ARE IN A TRADITIONAL STYLE WITH TATCHED ROOFS, AND SOME OF THEM IN A 

MORE CONTEMPORARY STYLE. ALL PROJECTS ARE BASED ON THE PRODUCT PLATFORM. 

5.3.4 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

In order to be able to analyse all gathered information, the data had to be sorted and arranged 

in a logical way to make it manageable (Denscombe, 2009). This was done by using the gathered 

information to describe the contents of the building concepts and how the concept 

development processes had been carried out. The contents of the building concepts were sorted 

based on the studied literature of product platforms and production strategies. The 

information about the development processes were sorted in chronological order. In this way 

it was possible to deduce a structure of the development processes. The sorting of information 

was done continuously during the data collection since the processing of the gathered 

information might lead to new questions or traces worth following up on, according to Patel 

& Davidsson (2003). This turned out to be correct, and the discovered gaps could be filled by 

gathering more information.  

Before starting the analysis, it is important to be familiar with all information (Denscombe, 

2009), and thus I read through the sorted information a few times. When this was done, the 

information could be compared and analysed against the literature studied in the beginning of 

the research. I did not in advance select a model to compare the actual development processes 

of the building concepts against. Instead I used many models as base for the interview questions 

and thus the gathering of empirical data. This made it possible to compare the gathered data 

against many models in order to find the one that was most coherent. 
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6 THE BUILDING CONCEPTS 

In order to get a better understanding of the studied concept development processes, the content of 

the final building concepts are presented in this chapter. The organisation surrounding the concepts 

and the overall character of the building concepts are described. The product platforms that the 

concepts are based on are explained in accordance with the literature presented in the chapter 

Theoretical Framework. 

6.1 NCC FOLKBOENDE 
NCC Construction in Umeå, Sweden, works mostly with constructing apartment buildings, 

but they also do other kinds of building-projects. Most of their housing projects have historically 

been in the north of Sweden, close to Umeå, but the building concept NCC Folkboende has 

been sold all over Sweden. Folkboende is a building concept for apartment buildings focusing 

on low-cost but high quality rental apartments. A group of five people at the office in Umeå is 

working with the Folkboende concept; selling, developing the product platform, supervising 

the projects and managing all concept related issues. Other instances of the office are also 

involved with the Folkboende concept, for example the purchasing department. 

NCC Folkboende is sold as a standardised product with customisation possibilities. The 

customer owns the building plot and buys a Folkboende building that is individually adapted 

to the customer’s demands. The NCC Folkboende Group, together with the consulting 

architect from the architectural office Arkinova, configures the building and provides the 

customisations. NCC is in charge of the production and hires the necessary subcontractors. All 

Folkboende buildings contain rental apartments, and are bought by private investors or 

housing societies owned by the municipalities. 

6.1.1 PRODUCTION STRATEGY AND LEVEL OF PRE-ENGINEERING 

The production strategy of NCC Folkboende can be considered ETO. This is based on the fact 

that when the customer enters the picture, there is no specified building intended for the 

specific building plot and the customer takes part in configuring the concept to suit their 

demands. The customer can choose the size of the building when it comes to apartment 

distribution and number of stories. They are also participating when deciding the layout of the 

entrance floor which is always adapted to the specific circumstances of the building plot and 

preferences from the customer. This places the CODP in the design stage and thus the concept 

is ETO (Olhager 2003).  

The building concept NCC Folkboende has a product platform with a high level of pre-

engineering, which is shown in Figure 11. Building system, materials, construction methods 

and the apartment modules of the floor plan are predefined. A large part of the building 

variants already have detailed descriptions and detailed blueprints. Even though it is possible 

to derive a numerous amount of building-variants from the Folkboende concept, the buildings 

appear similar in aesthetics. It is possible to build an already fully defined building from the 
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concept, but it is also possible to do some deviations, after first consulting the Folkboende 

Group. Therefor the spectrum of where to place the building concept on the pre-engineering 

scale is wide.  

Since the Folkboende concept is based on modularity, predefined technical solutions and a 

predefined building system it can be considered as configure-to-order. But the level of pre-

engineering varies between projects. On the left hand, projects can in some cases step outside 

of the defined concept, if first consulting the Folkboende Group, by for example choosing 

different façade materials. On the right hand of the spectrum it is possible do order a building 

design that is already fully detailed. But the spectrum does not reach all the way to engineer-to-

stock, since there are always some aspects that needs to be customised, for example the entrance 

floor and the foundation. 

 

FIGURE 11. PRE-ENGINEERING DIMENSION OF THE FOLKBOENDE BUILDING PROJECTS. 

6.1.2 GENERAL EMBODIMENT OF THE BUILDING CONCEPT 

The building concept NCC Folkboende is a tower-block with rental apartments of sizes ranging 

from bedsits to three bedrooms. Three examples of the appearances of Folkboende buildings 

are shown in Figure 12. The building concept has modularised apartment layouts which 

enables a variation of apartment combinations in the building. The building height is between 

four and eight stories. The floor plan layout is distributed around a surface-optimised stairwell. 

Locations of bathrooms and kitchens are fixed and close to the stair-well for a cost-efficient 

solution of installation systems. For selling purposes, layout-cards have been developed for the 

different possible floor plan layouts, these are found in Appendix 2. The layouts are based on 

a fixed core and expansion zones on the west and east sides, as shown in Figure 13. In the floor 

plan layout, the two apartments facing north are always fixed. The entrance floor is always 

adapted to each individual project since site conditions may vary. On the entrance floor there 

is a common laundry room and apartments and/or storage facilities. It is also possible to place 

the storage facilities in detached buildings.  
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FIGURE 12. EXAMPLE OF HOW THE APPEARANCE OF A FOLKBOENDE BUILDING CAN BE VARIED. THE FIRST PICTURE SHOWS A 

RENDERING OF A PROJECT IN MÄRSTA, STOCKHOLM. THE SECOND PICTURE IS OF A FOLKBOENDE PROJECT IN ÖREBRO AND 

THE THIRD PICTURE IS OF A FOLBOENDE PROJECT IN UMEÅ. THE PICTURES ARE PROVIDED BY NCC UMEÅ. 

 

FIGURE 13. BASE MODEL OF THE FOLKBOENDE BUILDING CONCEPT, SHOWING THE LIMITS OF THE EXPANSION ZONES ON THE 

WEST AND EAST SIDE OF THE BUILDING. THE PICTURE IS PROVIDED BY NCC. 

The building concept is based on a product platform with well-defined technical, architectural, 

and process platforms. These are explained below. The concept also includes overall values and 

conceptual thoughts that are considered crucial. For example that the apartments are “meant 

for everyone”, with this referring to a low living cost which enables the general income family 

or person to be able to afford living in a Folkboende apartment. Another important value is to 

create buildings of high quality.  

TECHNICAL PLATFORM 

The technical platform of NCC Folkboende is based on the long experience of house-building 

that is embedded in the business of NCC Construction in Umeå. In this experience, some 

technical solutions from the general technical platform of NCC Sweden are included, but many 

of the solutions have been developed locally in Umeå over the years. In this way, it has been 
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possible to have an exchange between the general technical platform of NCC Sweden and the 

technical platform of NCC Folkboende, thus gaining benefits for both platforms. The technical 

platform described in this section is the technical platform of NCC Folkboende. It consists of: 

TECHNICAL DETAILS The technical platform of NCC Folkboende contains fully defined 

technical solutions, since the concept is fully detailed. The technical 

details are based on experiences, and are continuously improved in 

order to reach as high quality as possible. When using the building 

concept, no new technical details need to be developed, with 

exception from the entrance floor which is individually adapted to 

each project, and if deviations from the base-concept are made. Each 

project has to go through a detailing process though, in order to 

ensure that the entire building is adequately planned and in order to 

generate project specific documents for production. 

  

BUILDING MATERIALS 

AND METHODS 

The building system of NCC Folkboende is fully defined. The 

building frame is made of situ concrete and the installations are fixed 

in the frame. Some elements of the building, as for example the stairs 

and the balcony slabs, are prefabricated on-site with industrialised 

standardised methods, and later mounted in place. The exterior walls 

are wood stud infill-walls insulated with mineral wool and assembled 

in place with methods developed at the office in Umeå. The façade is 

made of module brick that is larger than regular brick and enables 

faster production. Interior walls are built of steel studs and plaster 

boards. Foundation slabs are used as foundation. It is also possible to 

have a cellar or build a split-level entrance floor but this entails a 

higher cost for the customer. These of course have to be adapted to 

the conditions on each building plot in order to ensure the right 

bearing capacity.  

  

INTERIOR MATERIALS 

AND FINISHES 

The materials of the buildings are fully defined. The customer has 

some choices regarding finishes, but all choices are made from a 

predefined selection of materials. The base concept also includes 

kitchen interiors and bathroom fittings. Deviations from the base 

concept leads to increased costs for the customer. 

  

BUILDING 

CONSTRAINTS  

When finding new layouts of the floor plan, the two apartments in 

the north are always fixed and the outer boundary of the building is 

fixed. Floor height is also fixed, and deviations from this results in a 

higher cost for the customer. Bathroom modules and their locations 
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are fixed as well, and the locations of kitchens. The layouts that are 

already developed today enables a large amount of apartment 

variation, and therefore it is not likely that further layout suggestions 

will be developed. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL PLATFORM 

The architectural platform is described in Figure 14, according to the hierarchical model 

suggested by Wikberg & Ekholm (2011). This kind of platform is not explicitly described in 

the concept, but the modularity of the functional spaces suggests that this kind of platform is 

present, though not documented other than in the layout-cards. In order to understand the 

buildings’ architecture, the different hierarchical levels of the architectural object are explained 

in detail below, based on information from the interviews and on version 2.2 of the layout-

cards. The different kinds of modules suggested by Jensen (2014) are used to explain the 

modularity of the platform. 

 

FIGURE 14. HIERARCHICAL PLATFORM ORGANISATION OF NCC FOLKBOENDE, DESCRIBED ACCORDING TO THE MODEL OF 

(WIKBERG & EKHOLM, 2011) 

LEVEL 1: 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 

It is possible to use the building concept for an entire block by 

either using multiples of the same building variant or different 

variants of the building. 

  

LEVEL 2: BUILDING The building variants are created by using different 

combinations of apartment types. Each building can have four 

to six apartments on each floor. It is possible to choose the 

number of stories, where the lowest building is four stories and 

the highest is eight. In order to offer the customer a choice 

regarding aesthetics it is possible to choose colours of the 

buildings, but the materials are fixed. For example the façade is 
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made of module brick, since it is a maintenance-free and 

resistant material. The building has a fix north-south axis in 

order to ensure daylight to all apartments, but it is possible to do 

small rotations. Since the entrance floor is individually adapted, 

the building is not restricted to plots in a certain direction or 

location. 

  

LEVEL 3: USER 

ORGANISATION SPACE 

The apartment variants are pre-designed in modules, and the 

customer can choose what combination that suits their project. 

Each building is built up of four to six apartments. The two 

apartments facing north are always one-bedroom apartments 

which are standard modules. For the south-facing location there 

is one variant of a one-bedroom apartment, two variants of two-

bedroom apartments and one variant of a three-bedroom 

apartment. The expansion zones on the west and east sides offer 

bedsits, one-, two-, or three bedroom apartments and there is one 

module of each type to choose from. When combining these 

apartment modules, that are all variant modules, there are a large 

amount of combinations available, and these are described in the 

layout-cards. All apartments have optimised but still available 

living spaces, enabling low rents for the tenants by reducing 

unnecessary space. The stairwell in the centre of the building is 

a standard module, but it is possible to have four to six 

apartment doors, meaning that there is some variation to the 

short side walls in order to make room for one or two doors on 

each side. The entrance floor is a design module which can be 

individually adapted to each project while still keeping the 

interfaces to the foundation and the story above. 
  

LEVEL 4: ACTIVITY SPACE The apartments are built up of activity spaces: kitchen, 

bathroom, living room and bedrooms. Each apartment type has 

its own standardised kitchen type. This means that the kitchens 

are variant modules paired with the different kinds of apartment 

modules. They are however using some of the same components, 

for example kitchen appliances and standardised measurements 

of the cabinets. The fact that each apartment type has its own 

standardised kitchen type allows for easier purchasing, since the 

entrepreneur has an agreement with the kitchen supplier. When 

ordering kitchens for a project, they just need to provide the size 

of the apartment type and the kitchen supplier will know what 
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kitchen components to deliver. The bathrooms are standard 

modules used in all apartment types. Living rooms and 

bedrooms are variant modules paired with the different kinds of 

apartment modules. All balconies have the same size except for 

the bedsit apartment, which has a smaller balcony. In some cases 

the balconies are mirrored. This means that there are four types 

of balcony modules that are paired with the apartment types. 

 

PROCESS PLATFORM 

The process platform of the Folkboende concept offers support document for project planning, 

time management and production. These documents can be for example checklists or templates 

for time planning. Production of a NCC Folkboende building is regulated with instruction 

videos for production of floor slabs, base elements, staircases, infill walls, and the staircase-

column. The aim of the concept is to decrease the amount of ad hoc decisions on the 

construction site through a well thought out building concept described and documented so 

that the building can be produced by people who have not been in contact with the concept 

before. Support for Folkboende projects is gathered in a web-based production support system. 

Examples from this is shown in Figure 15. In this support system there is also contact 

information to project managers of all Folkboende projects, and a feedback channel that can 

be used by everyone working in the projects. 

 

 

FIGURE 15. EXAMPLES FROM THE WEB-BASED PRODUCTION SUPPORT SYSTEM OF THE FOLKBOENDE PROCESS PLATFORM. 
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6.2 NCC GERMANY 
NCC Housing in Germany works solely with designing and constructing dwellings of all sizes 

with industrialised and standardised methods. They have projects all over Germany, which 

means that they need to have knowledge of the different building regulations in the German 

regions. This has led to the company organisation being divided into profit centres (PC): South, 

West, East and North. Each PC is responsible for the regions in their area. The company’s 

construction work can be divided into three different types of building projects: small scale 

building projects; apartment buildings; or projects where NCC is the general contractor and 

not responsible for the design. In all projects where NCC is responsible for the design, the 

buildings are based on NCC Germany’s product platform, which can be used for house projects 

of all sizes, from single family houses to large scale apartment complexes. The platform is used 

to create efficiency in the organisation by using systems for standardisation.  

A large part of NCC Germany’s business consists of small houses: single family houses, semi-

detached houses or row houses. In this kind of projects NCC buys the land, develops the houses 

and perform the construction. They sell the houses before they start the production, most often 

to private buyers. The houses are based on the product platform and most of the designs are 

from the NCC portfolio, which means that they are a kind of fully defined catalogue houses. 

In the projects where NCC is the general contractor, which is only a small part of their business, 

the customer is the owner of the project and the design, which means that NCC only works 

with the production of the building. 

The building projects that will be focused on in this report are their apartment buildings. In 

this kind of projects NCC buys the land and designs the buildings based on forecast. The 

development of the building design is most often done internally, since external architects have 

no knowledge of the product platform. In this way the planning cost can be reduced, since 

external architects often focus on their own profit, while internally employed architects strive 

towards the goals set by NCC. The projects are sold before production starts. Sometimes the 

production starts when only parts of the projects are sold. Buyers are private investors, 

investment trusts, or housing societies owned by the state. The buildings can be sold as a whole, 

then containing rental apartments, or the apartments can be sold one by one and is then 

ownership apartments (Swedish: egendomslägenheter). Only the apartment projects are referred 

to in this report, and they are, for the purpose of this report, called NCC Germany’s building 

concept. Their basis is the product platform, but they also entail some general values for the 

projects, for example that the apartments should be affordable but with high quality. Some of 

the apartment projects by NCC Germany are shown in Figure 16. 
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FIGURE 16. NCC APARTMENT PROJECTS AT HAMBURG JUERGEN TOEPFER STRASSE, HAMBURG KERBELWEG 

EIGENTUMSWOHNUNG AND ESCHER STRASSE. FIRST TWO PICTURES ARE FROM STEFFEN HOEFT PHOTOGRAPHY, AND THE 

THIRD PICTURE FROM VISTRAL 3D VISUALISIERUNG. THE PICTURES ARE PROVIDED BY NCC. 

6.2.1 PRODUCTION STRATEGY AND LEVEL OF PRE-ENGINEERING 

With NCC Germany’s building concept, an entire building project will be planned and 

designed on forecast before the customer enters the picture. The customer enters just in time 

for the detailing and thus can influence some aspects of the finished product, for example 

finishes. In some cases the wishes from the customer can lead to bigger changes, for example 

in the floor plan, but the overall design of the building is already fixed. This suggests that the 

company uses a MTO-strategy. But since the building design is uniquely adapted to each project 

it is instead suitable to use a perspective where the first customer is considered to be the project 

leader. This is reasonable since the project leader is the one providing the requirement list to 

the architects, and thus placing the order with the design group. In this way the level of pre-

engineering, which means the degree to which the product is based on standardised and 

configurable parts, can be described in an ETO-context.  

When considering the project leader to be the first customer, the buildings can be considered 

to have a pre-engineering level of modify-to-order, since the building system and technical 

solutions are pre-defined and used in every project. An approximate spectrum of the level of 

pre-engineering in the German building projects is shown in Figure 17. The approximation 

puts the left edge of the spectrum between design-to-order and modify-to-order. This is because 

some projects deviates from the platform in order to fulfil specific requirements from the 

regions and thus are based more on norms, standards and requirements than on the generic 

product structures in the platform. The right edge is on the line of modify-to-order, where the 

building is fully based on the generic product platform and still fulfils the requirements from 

norms and standards. Since the platform is not based on modularity, but instead focuses on a 

general building system and technical solutions, the spectrum does not approach configure-to-

order. The aim of the company is to work as close to modify-to-order as possible, thus achieving 

the full effect of using the product platform. 
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FIGURE 17. PRE-ENGINEERING DIMENSION OF THE BUILDING PROJECTS BASED ON NCC GERMANY’S BUILDING CONCEPT. 

6.2.2 GENERAL EMBODIMENT OF THE BUILDING CONCEPT 

The product platform that is used at NCC in Germany is developed from well-known methods 

within the company, which are known to generate profit in projects. By using the same building 

system in all project, the organisation generates an in depth knowledge of the system and the 

methods surrounding it. In this way the work processes surrounding a project has been possible 

to standardise, which has led to an efficient work process and security when it comes to cost 

and quality. There is no documented standardisation of the building architecture, but 

experiences are reused by the architects, which enables a fast design process and an optimised 

plot usage. The reuse of building architecture can be made by either using an entire building 

design as it is, by using an existing design but making some modifications, or by creating a new 

design based on the product platform. The second alternative is the most common, where 

inspiration is drawn from previous projects. The focus of the platform is on technical solutions 

that are known to work well, and on well-defined processes. When developing a building 

project, CE is used in order to ensure that the building product is optimised from all 

viewpoints: architectural, construction, calculation, production etc. On-site production with 

industrialised and standardised methods is used for all building-projects. All purchasing is 

handled centrally in the organisation, which ensures that no deviations are made from the 

specifications in the platform. This minimizes the risk for ad hoc solutions in the building 

projects.  

Some examples of the different appearances of NCC Germany’s building concept are shown 

in Figure 18. These pictures are taken during a site visit at Sonnengarten, north of Berlin. Some 

of the buildings in the area are rental apartments and some of them are ownership apartments, 

but all are designed and produced by NCC based on the product platform. 

 

FIGURE 18. THREE DIFFERENT KINDS OF APARTMENT BUILDINGS IN SONNENGARTEN, ALL FROM  
NCC GERMANY’S BUILDING CONCEPT. 
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The product platform that is used at NCC Germany consists of a technical platform and a 

process platform. All of their work is structured and supported by the process platform. 

Different kinds of building projects have documents supporting their specific work-flow. There 

are also process-support for all departments of the company, for example purchasing and IT. A 

technical platform has been used since 1994 in parts of the company, but after 2008 it was 

implemented companywide. The platform plays a key role in the company and is “the basis from 

which all actions start” (Marrot, 2012). Project leaders and site managers play an important role 

when implementing the platform. Their job is to improve and optimize the project processes 

in order achieve higher margins. But it is also important that each member of the staff knows 

the platform and implements it every step of the way, from project initiation to completion. 

At NCC Germany, an architectural platform is not pre-defined. Each building is developed 

based on the conditions of each specific project, but usually based on designs used in previous 

projects. During the development of each project, the architect works as “the spider in the web” 

when designing the buildings, aiming at a process as close to CE as possible. In this way, the 

buildings can be adapted to all engineering viewpoints right from the start. The design process 

of the building architecture is fast due to a reuse of experiences and designs by the architects, 

and by using project specific architectural modularity while developing the first sketches of the 

buildings. This enables an optimised plot usage and cost security. The designs are based on 

functional demands specified by the project leader based on forecast. The project leader can be 

regarded as the first customer, since the buildings are always individually adapted to 

requirements and demands specified by him or her. The final property owner enters the process 

during the detailing stage, where he or she can decide on interior finishes and if some small 

adjustments to the building design should be made. 

The product platform, in combination with the disciplined way of working and the fact that 

the company controls the entire value chain, facilitates an industrialised environment where 

efficiency, quality and profit can be controlled in the projects. 

TECHNICAL PLATFORM 

The technical platform consists of well-defined technical solutions for most parts of the 

building. The same building system is used in every project which leads to an in depth 

knowledge of the system among the staff. Customers can choose finishes according to a 

predefined catalogue. The technical platform and the long term relationships with suppliers 

puts some constraints on the building design, for example when it comes to floor height and 

sizes of windows. This is well-established among the staff, through experience and 

documentation, and the benefits are well identified, where cost optimisation and time savings 

are two.  
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TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS There are numerous documents describing technical solutions in 

the German platform. The documents contain detailed drawings of 

solutions for the entire building, for example roof solutions, floor 

solutions, pipe installations etc. The technical solutions are used as 

a base but they need to be adapted to each individual project. They 

provide some possibilities for variation, there are for example details 

for gable roofs and details for flat roofs. 

  

BUILDING MATERIALS 

AND METHODS 

The building system is fully defined and used in all projects. As 

loadbearing construction, lime sandstone is used. It is delivered in 

pre-cut manageable stone blocks based on the building blueprints, 

and are put together like brickwork on the construction site. This 

minimizes material waste. All slabs are filigran, as are also the cellar 

walls. Foam insulation is used for heat and sound proofing, and the 

façade is plastered directly on the insulation. In some projects the 

façade material can vary, depending on building regulations from 

the region. Walls around elevators and some of the interior load-

bearing walls are made of reinforced concrete. Non load bearing 

interior walls are made of plaster “bricks” in approximately the same 

size as the lime sandstones. They are assembled in the same way as 

the stone blocks. This allows for efficient production since the blue-

collared workers can assemble the interior walls in the same way as 

the loadbearing walls and thus do not have to master many 

production techniques. The production methods are industrialised, 

standardised and continuously improved in order to constantly 

create better margins. NCC Germany has contracts with material 

suppliers which restricts what materials that are possible to use in 

the projects. This has provided long term relationships with the 

suppliers and lower purchasing prices. All purchase is handled 

centrally, which minimises the risk for ad hoc solutions on the 

construction sites. 

  

INTERIOR MATERIALS 

AND FINISHES 

The materials that are possible to choose for interior finishes are 

fully defined with choices for the customer. If the standard offer is 

waived, the extra expenses are paid for by the customer. Materials 

are chosen through catalogues provided by NCC. If other materials 

or finishes, not included in these catalogues, are chosen, NCC will 

leave this part of the production to the customer. 
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BUILDING CONSTRAINTS The floor height is constrained to the height of four lime 

sandstones. Some of the purchased products have pre-defined sizes, 

for example windows and elevators, and this places constraints on 

the building design. NCC has contracts with the suppliers and uses 

a predefined set of possible sizes. The slab thickness is pre-defined, 

as is the thickness of walls, which differs depending if the wall is 

interior, between apartments, around elevators or around stairwells.  

The width of the stairs is usually the same between projects, where 

the minimum size that is allowed in the building regulation is used. 

Also the balconies are pre-defined. The distance between columns 

in garages are always the same, and this leads to standardised slabs. 

When it comes to functional constraints in the apartments, the 

bedrooms should always have 3 meters of wardrobes, bedrooms for 

children should always be at least 11 square meters, and the number 

of components in the kitchen depends on the number of bedrooms 

in the apartment. These are some examples. In addition to this, the 

applicable building regulations of each region places constraints on 

the building design. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL PLATFORM 

There are some limitations to the architectural design due to the technical platform, for 

example how to construct the roofs and what façade material to use. Some characteristics of 

the architectural design are returning features in most of the projects, for example retraced 

penthouses with large terraces on the top floor, and the way to utilize colours in order to create 

variation in the building expression. 

The architecture of a project can either be copied from a previous project, be copied but 

modified or be completely new. The second alternative is the most common, and repetition 

between projects is desirable since it allows for an efficient design process. If new designs are 

developed, each building can be designed using a repetition of arbitrary modules. This kind of 

modularisation enables a quick estimation of rentable area, and it allows for a study of the site: 

how many buildings are possible to fit on the plot, and what kind of buildings would be most 

suitable. When finalising the design of the buildings, some parts of the modularity are often 

broken, since the measurements of the buildings generally do not allow for an exact amount of 

repeated segments. But also in order to create variety of the appearance. 

The modularity of the architectural platform is not organized in hierarchal levels. Instead the 

building layout is divided into segments that are not necessarily representative of an apartment 

or a specific function within the building. More often the segments are based on room 

assemblies or load carrying walls. In some cases the modularity can consist of wall assemblies 
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and the room functions may vary between the repetitions of the module. The modules can be 

repeated identically or repeated and modified to suit the situation. One feature that is often 

repeated identically within each project is the stairwell. 

PROCESS PLATFORM 

When talking about the German product platform, most people focuses on the technical 

platform. But a crucial part of the success of their technical platform is knowledge about how 

to use the building system, both in design processes and in production. Therefor a working 

process platform is equally important.  

The process platform of NCC Germany provides support to all parts of the company, for 

example the purchasing department, management department, production, IT-department etc. 

In the process platform you can find explanations of work-flows, work principles, time 

management documents, templates for contracts, checklists, and so on, for all parts of the work 

process. There is also a spoken process platform that lies in the knowledge that each employee 

has of how to perform their tasks, i.e. the structure of their work. The processes are highly 

industrialised, aiming at time efficiency and cost reduction. 

The process platform enables a standardisation of work methods that eases the work for the 

employees and contributes to an efficient flow in all necessary processes.  
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7 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES 

In this chapter the development processes of the two building concepts are described. With the 

Folkboende concept is was possible to derive detailed information about work methods, development 

time, meeting structures, functional requirements, and process steps. For the German building concept 

a more general description is provided of how the product platform originated, how it was introduced 

in the company and how it has been developed over time. 

7.1 NCC FOLKBOENDE 
The development process of NCC Folkboende can be described as project initiation, general 

design solutions, floor plan development, detailing of the base model, and continuous 

improvements. These sections, and a compilation of the development process, are described in 

detail below. 

7.1.1 PROJECT INITIATION 

In 2007 the Swedish government grant for the production of rental apartments was removed 

(Fastighetsägarna, et al., 2010), which led to a decrease of newly produced apartment buildings. 

At the same time the housing shortage all around Sweden was high, and newly produced 

apartments were expensive to live in. This led the NCC regional manager positioned in Umeå 

to the idea of developing a building concept that would allow for good economic properties, 

both for NCC, but also for the property owner and the tenants. This was supported by the 

management of NCC Sweden. The office in Umeå had since long delivered good economic 

results with their building projects, and thus the task fell on them to use their knowledge and 

implement it in a building concept. The regional manager gave the responsibility of the task to 

the project owner who then appointed the concept development group. Neither the assignment 

nor the functional requests were written and the task was to develop a building concept that 

led to affordable rents, good property economics, pleasant living environment with space-

efficient apartments, and a building that was sellable. All functional requests in the beginning 

were of general character. For example was the level of building acoustics mentioned and that 

the building should have a low energy consumption. The building also had to be flexible in the 

sense of being able to place everywhere, and of good quality. The task was not based on any 

market research, but there was a generally perceived need to increase the construction of rental 

apartments, both within NCC, but also generally in the country. The market focus was on 

rental apartments for the general population and the apartments were not meant to be built in 

prime locations but rather in the outskirts of big cities or as densifying buildings in smaller 

cities. The market demand was for small size apartments, preferably bedsits and one-bedroom 

apartments. No specific market of property owners were intended. 

The concept development group at NCC was composed of the project owner who had the 

overall responsibility, two site managers with experience from production, and one installation 

coordinator. In the group was also the consulting architect and the building engineer from 
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Arkinova architectural office. All of the group members were working with the concept 

development of Folkboende on the side of their regular work tasks. Combined, the 

development group had knowledge from all perspectives influencing a building. They also had 

knowledge from engineering branches usually handled by consultants, since the group 

members had long experience from building projects and thus had learned the main aspects 

from these branches as well. 

7.1.2 GENERAL DESIGN SOLUTIONS 

At the first meeting the development group discussed the main characteristics of the building 

concept. The decision to do a tower-block with a space-efficient stairwell was the first and main 

characteristic that was decided. They all agreed that this was the most cost-efficient way of 

building. Since the Swedish building regulations allow for an open stairwell if the building is 

maximum eight stories, the height limit was also a simple decision for the group to make. 

During this meeting, a kind of open brainstorming was used to discuss ideas. All ideas were 

based on previous experiences, both from NCC and from Arkinova. The plan was never to 

develop innovative and ground-breaking methods, but instead to use those methods that were 

known to deliver good results. These methods were already well founded in the development 

group, since they had been producing apartment buildings with the same methods for a long 

time. Therefor the group rarely discussed multiple solutions for different functional requests. 

Instead solutions that were well tested were suggested and selected for each one of the intended 

functions. After the first meeting, the main concept of the building was decided. This included: 

the building system, that the building should be a tower-block, space efficient stairwell, possible 

number of stories, installations centred close to the stairwell, and space efficient apartments. 

The work process of the first meeting was not documented and no structured design methods 

similar to those used in the manufacturing industry described in the chapter Theoretical 

Framework were used. Instead the development group used an intuitive design method based 

on experience. 

7.1.3 FLOOR PLAN DEVELOPMENT 

When the main concept was decided, the work with the layout of the apartments started. This 

was an iterative process where the architect made suggestions, presented them to the 

development group, got critiques and adjusted the drawings for the next meeting. It was early 

in this process that the idea of an expansion zone that would enable a flexible floor plan was 

presented by the architect. In order to keep the building easy to place, a maximum framework 

for the expansion zone was decided. By using an expansion zone it was possible to make the 

architecture of the building more flexible while still keeping the same building system and 

technical solutions. This was achieved by making each apartment an architectural module, 

which could be combined with other apartment modules to derive product variants. The 

expansion zone meant an iterative step back to the specification of the problem statement, 

changing the content of the building from small sized apartment to apartment modules 

enabling all kinds of apartment sizes. This iteration was not time consuming since the task 
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specification was of a general character and since it did not affect the decisions that were already 

made about the main concept. The iterative process of developing the floor plan continued 

until everyone was satisfied with the result, providing more and more detailed descriptions of 

the solutions. Since the development group was multi-functional, viewpoints of production, 

construction, installation and architecture could be developed in parallel. This part of the 

process was important in order to ensure that the building concept fulfilled all the values that 

the development group were aiming for. It was also the most time-consuming, according to the 

development group. 

The people involved in the Folkboende development process states that it was beneficial to 

have site managers and an installation coordinator present in the development process. In this 

way the layout could be looked at from all viewpoints right from the start instead of having to 

do adjustments later on in the process, which most often become expensive. This means that 

the building layout is optimised when it comes to living space, arrangement of installations and 

regarding production. The fact that the development group was multi-functional and that they 

had to adapt the solutions to fit everyone was not considered to inhibit creativity. During the 

development work the atmosphere of the meetings were kept with “a high ceiling”, which was 

important since everyone’s opinions were crucial for the end result. The meetings from this 

part of the process are not documented. They were a few hours long each time, and between 

the meetings the development group could discuss the project under more informal 

circumstances during spontaneous interactions at the office. There were no direct control 

methods used for controlling the development of the design, other than a coarse time 

management plan. The members of the development group were all well aware of the values 

that they wanted to achieve and therefore could handle the functional requests in an intuitive 

way throughout the process. 

7.1.4 DETAILING OF BASE MODEL 

When everyone agreed that the layout of the floor plan was good, the group started with the 

detailing of what would become their base model. This was based on the layout drawings from 

the previous design stage. When discussing different solutions in the concept design stage and 

during the work with the floor plans, some solutions were already detailed, since they had been 

used before in other projects. But they still needed to be adapted to the layout and design of 

the Folkboende concept. Other solutions went from general to detailed during the detailing 

stage. One example of this is the building envelope. The outer walls are in some parts of the 

building made of concrete, and in other parts made of wood stud infill-walls. Also the façade 

material is different in different places, for example is the façade in general made of brick, but 

behind the balconies wood panels are used instead. The use of different materials was decided 

early in the concept design process, but during the detailing process all connections between 

materials had to be solved. During this part of the development process the project owner, site 

managers, installation coordinator, building engineer and architect worked in close 

collaboration in order to ensure the best outcome. Consults regarding electrics, construction 
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and plumbing were also part of the detailing process. Only the base model was detailed during 

this stage, but the architect also had suggestions for other variations of the floor plan. In the 

detailing process, detailed descriptions, blueprints and a 3D-model were produced for the base 

model. They included the architecture and technical solutions of the building. The Folkboende 

Group made sure that all requirements on measurements were fulfilled and that all the 

technical details were working. They also made visualisations of the building concept from the 

3D-model. It was during the detailing stage that the Folkboende Group started documenting 

their work process in terms of meeting protocols and descriptions of the building concept. 

Processes for handling projects and for production were considered at this stage, but not 

thoroughly documented. 

7.1.5 COMPILATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

During the entire development process, all decisions were made based on economics and 

quality of the final product. One of the members of the development group points out that 

when it comes to the final cost of a building, all design decisions are crucial. Therefor it was 

important to consider which solutions that would result in important qualities that were worth 

a higher price of the final product, and which solutions that could be considered luxury and 

where cheaper solutions were preferable without influencing the feeling of quality of the 

building. This kind of decisions were made intuitively based on experiences from previous 

projects. No documentation of the decision process was made. Some cost calculations of the 

final product were made during the work process. The project owner managed the progress of 

the work but the work process was loosely structured. Self-checks were performed in accordance 

with self-check documents that are generally used in all projects of NCC, with the purpose of 

making sure that all necessary aspects were taken into account. There were no formal deliveries 

other than each person having to do their part of the work until the next meeting. No 

documents as for example design strategy or quality plan were used during the development 

process. On some occasions, the work progress was presented to the regional manager in order 

for him to know how the project was evolving. During the detailing of the base model, analyses 

were made in order to ensure that the design fulfilled the requirements on energy, ventilation, 

accessibility and construction. These were made with help of the 3D-model. No tools for 

analysing if the chosen solutions were the best possible were used. But the success of the 

concept has been measured in the percentage of rentable area of the buildings and in the 

marked demand. 

The development process of NCC Folkboende is summarised in Figure 19. In the figure, the 

CODP is used to separate the parts of the development process that are based on forecast from 

those that are based on customer orders. The figure also clarifies how the different parts of the 

product platform are developed throughout the process. All platform parts are always 

interdependent (Lessing, 2006) which means that it is not possible to develop one part without 

influencing the others, but Figure 19 shows which parts of the platform has been intentionally 
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developed during each stage of the process. These are drawn with solid lines. T is the technical 

platform, A the architectural platform and P the process platform.  

When the first Folkboende projects were being built, the Folkboende Group used them to 

learn and developed the building concept in order to minimize flaws. They discovered the 

importance of having a control group to ensure that the projects were being built properly, and 

that deviations were kept under control. It also became clear that a documented process 

platform was necessary since the work methods that had been used for a long time in Umeå 

were not as well known in other regions. Therefor the process platform was developed with 

well documented instructions of how to plan and build a Folkboende building. Every built 

project led to one more Folkboende variant that had been through the full detailing process. 

This eventually led to the detailing of all variants available in the layout-cards, see Appendix 2. 

The layout-cards were developed when the projects started to become too many to separate the 

floor plans just by mentioning the name of the projects. Now a numeric system is used in order 

to separate the different Folkboende variants.  

 

FIGURE 19. A SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF NCC FOLKBOENDE. 
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The concept development group describes some of the benefits with the building concept to 

be a robust final design, that the well-defined building concept makes it easy to present the 

concept to a customer thus easing the sales work, and that the customer can have an 

individually adapted building that enables a short time from project initiation to start of 

production. But one of them also says that it is a disadvantage that the building system is not 

as fast to construct as for example pre-fabricated solutions.  

The time it took to develop the Folkboende concept was short in comparison to how long it 

takes to execute a project. This is shown in Figure 20 where a rough estimation of time spent 

on each stage in the development process is made. The estimation is based on information 

from the interviews and from project information on NCC:s webpage. As Figure 20 clearly 

shows, a large part of the total development time consists of continuous improvements, which 

is a never ending process in order to keep the building concept up to date. 

 

FIGURE 20. AN APPROXIMATE TIME ESTIMATION OF THE PROCESSES IN THE CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT OF NCC FOLKBOENDE. 

7.1.6 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF THE BUILDING CONCEPT 

The continuous improvement of the Folkboende concept is handled by the Folkboende Group 

at the office in Umeå. Two of the five people in the Folkboende Group were part of the original 

development group. The Folkboende Group work mainly with managing Folkboende projects, 

making sure they are built according to plan and offering support to the people involved in the 

projects. They also work with developing the building concept, both based on feedback from 

people working with the projects, and based on their own knowledge of the concept. 

As projects are being built all over Sweden, details that need to be improved are discovered. 

This is partly due to the different requirements from different municipalities, and due to the 

fact that when the documentation is reviewed by more people, kinks and flaws are discovered. 

The quantity of discovered flaws have decreased with time though. This is because the 

knowledge of the building concept increases with the number of projects. The Swedish building 

regulations are also continuously updated which means that the Folkboende concept need to 

keep up with the changes. And the aim is to always keep the building concept modern, which 

means to keep up with current trends. The development process is continuous, but once a year 

the development group gets together and discuss revisions of larger character.  
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One way for feedback to reach the development group is when they do site visits at the 

construction sites, which they to in each project. The people working with the projects can also 

contact someone from the Folkboende Group, or hand in feedback online at the web-based 

support system for Folkboende projects. In the web-based support system, there is also contact 

information to the site managers of all Folkboende projects. This enables a sharing of 

knowledge in a direct line between projects, enabling a shared use of tools, machines and 

frames for production, or simply a sharing of knowledge about the production process between 

the workers in the projects. In order to get feedback from the customer, meetings are held at 

the end of each project and customer surveys are performed. In this way the Folkboende Group 

can collect information about how the buildings are perceived by the customer, in order to 

keep the concept attractive and up to date. The feedback is discussed in the group, and if 

decided relevant, small changes can be adjusted instantly. Larger changes are implemented at 

the revision meetings, as long as they are not urgent and need to be implemented straight away. 

In order to decide what feedback to use or not, and how to make changes in the concept, 

intuitive methods based on the knowledge imbedded in the group are used. No structured 

methods for analysing the outcome of changes are presently being used. 

7.2 NCC GERMANY’S BUILDING CONCEPT FOR APARTMENT BUILDINGS 
The development process of NCC Germany’s building concept can be described as project 

initiation, companywide implementation, and continuous improvements. These sections are 

described in detail below. 

7.2.1 PROJECT INITIATION 

The first ideas of the building system that is specified in the technical platform were developed 

in a project where NCC was building row-houses for a Dutch customer. The building system 

was based on the idea to build as cheaply as possible but still keeping a good quality, in order 

to enter the market of middle class and low income families.  

The building system has been used since 1994 but it was only used in one of the then 9 PC:s. 

The building system and technical solutions were not called “platform” and they were not 

documented. Instead the employees in the PC used the same building system and accompanied 

processes in all projects and thus developed them and the knowledge of them over time. The 

focus of the development was on efficient production. 

7.2.2 COMPANYWIDE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PRODUCT PLATFORM 

In 2008 NCC Germany was experiencing economic difficulties, which many companies were 

during this time. This led to a review of each PC in regard to building systems, technical 

solutions and project profit. This was done in order to understand why some of the PC:s were 

doing well and others not. It turned out that the PC mentioned above had higher profit than 

the others since their building system reduced waste, enabled an efficient production and 

generated an in depth knowledge of the system and its related processes among the employees. 
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The company decided to remake their goals and narrowed down the market focus into solely 

building dwellings, using industrialised and standardised methods. Previously they also built 

other building structures as for example industries or office buildings. During this 

organizational change the product platform based on the successful PC was implemented 

companywide and the term platform was introduced. The introduction of the platform was done 

stepwise in order to ease the employees into the new way of working. This was initially achieved 

by spreading information about the platform, i.e. the building system, related processes, 

purchasing agreements and the benefits of choosing a common path for the entire company. 

The platform became a subject for discussion among the staff, but after a few years most of 

them realised the benefits that accompanies it, and the implementation of it became more and 

more standard in projects. At the beginning, the platform was mostly spoken. The technical 

solutions have evolved gradually through experiences gained when adapting the building system 

to the regulations and demands from Germany’s different regions. This was a challenge, since 

the regional demands are sometimes contradicting. One of the employees at the NCC office in 

Fürstenwalde gave the example of one region where it is not allowed to build cellars, and 

another region where cellars are a requirement. Another example is that the technical solution 

for water drainage on the top-floor terraces has been difficult to adapt to one of the regions 

where very large terraces are a demand in order to be able to sell the apartments. The 

documentation of the platform, both technical and process, have been developed gradually. A 

summary of the development process is shown in Figure 21. This summary has the same layout 

as the summary of NCC Folkboende in Figure 19, separating the development that is based on 

forecast from the development based on customer orders of individual projects by using the 

CODP. 

 

FIGURE 21. A SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF NCC GERMANY’S BUILDING CONCEPT. 

7.2.3 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF THE BUILDING CONCEPT 

There is a group of people at the office in Fürstenwalde who are responsible for the continuous 

improvement of the product platform. This is one of their work tasks on the side of their 

ordinary duties. Their assignment is to receive and discuss feedback and suggestions, and decide 

what to implement in the platform. The Platform Group consists of one person who is a 
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specialist in fire protection, two people from the planning team, one person from production 

who is also proficient in building acoustics and technical solutions, and one person who is the 

leader of production of the whole company and who is in charge of the platform development. 

The Platform Group meets 4-6 times every year to discuss the development, and they also have 

more informal encounters in the office. One of the work tasks that the group is responsible for 

is to keep the Quality-Security-Manual, containing all the descriptions of the technical 

solutions, updated.  

Feedback is received from everyone involved in working with the platform. They can either 

deliver feedback straight to the Platform Group, or through their supervisor in their division. 

Much of the feedback that reaches the Platform Group is from the blue-collar workers at the 

construction sites, and from the site managers. The production leaders also delivers much of 

the feedback since they have an overview of how the platform works in their regions. If someone 

has an idea for a new technical detail they should first draw the detail, calculate the cost, present 

it to his or her supervisor and, if approved by the supervisor, present the suggestion to the 

Platform Group. In this way all suggestions for new solutions that are handled by the Platform 

Group are already well thought through. 

During the meetings of the Platform Group, the discussions are open for all group members to 

have a say. Suggestions are discussed until the group can come to a conclusion of how and if 

to implement the feedback in the platform. The decisions do not have to be unanimous since 

the group leader has the final say. No structured methods are used to analyse suggestions of 

improvements. Instead, an intuitive approach is used, where the experience and knowledge of 

the group members play an important part.  
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8 ANALYSIS 

In this chapter the result of the case study is analysed through the lens of the theory about product 

development in the manufacturing industry presented in the chapter Theoretical Framework. The 

similarities and differences of the development processes of the two building concepts are also 

analysed. The focus is on what development methods that have been used, consciously or 

unconsciously, during the development of the two building concepts, and on how the concepts are 

being continuously improved. 

8.1 MAIN FEATURES OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES 
One of the most common design strategies when developing new products is point-based design 

(Ballard, 2000) with an iterative development process (Johannesson, et al., 2013). This is also 

the strategy adopted by NCC when developing both of the building concepts, since the building 

systems and main characteristics of the concepts were known before the development process 

started. In order to separate different kinds of iterations Wynn et al. (2007) introduces a 

categorisation of different iteration perspectives. In the development of the Folkboende 

concept, both negotiation and convergence were used. Negotiation took place since CE was 

implemented, and the team members had to find solutions that were optimal from all 

viewpoints. In addition to this, the development group worked in a converging process, 

combining sub-systems and working towards more and more detailed descriptions. This 

however does not separate the value adding from the non-value adding iterations, but it does 

provide a mean to understand why iterations are made. In order to get a better control over the 

iteration process, structured methods as for example DSM can be used (Smith & Eppinger, 

1997). These kind of structured methods were not implemented in neither one of the two 

development processes. Instead the knowledge of the team-members was trusted upon. They 

used intuition and experience throughout the process, aiming at solutions that were well tested 

in the organisation since before. Some solutions had to be innovative though, since not all 

details of the building concepts were coherent with previous projects. These were also 

developed through intuition. When studying the Folkboende concept, it shows that the 

intuitive methods led to a fast development process, just like Hubka & Eder (1996) explains. 

But there is no guarantee that either one of the final building concepts are optimal since they 

have not been analysed and compared against other options. The building concepts have 

however been well received on the Swedish and German markets, which suggests that the final 

results fulfils the demands more than sufficiently. 

When it comes to converging iteration, Singer et al. (2009) points out that one possible 

downside is that the development process is limited by the time plan of the project, and the 

number of iterations usually has to stop when the project reaches deadline. This was not a 

problem for the development team of NCC Folkboende though. They described that their 

iterative process continued until all group members were happy with the result. The 

development of the German building concept did not have a clear end date. Instead it gradually 
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developed and eventually turned into continuous improvement, thus eliminating the risk of 

having “unfinished results” due to time limitation. 

8.2 COMPARISON TO THE GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH 
The development process of NCC Folkboende seem to follow the model of the general design 

approach described by Pahl et al. (2007) after VDI-Richtlinie 2221 (1993). To follow this model 

was not a conscious decision of the development group but the outcome shows that it is a 

suitable way to describe the process. The development of the German building concept 

however, does not seem to be possible to describe through the general design approach. Instead 

their development process was of a continuous character right from the start. 

8.2.1 NCC FOLKBOENDE 

When comparing Figure 19 to the general design approach described by Pahl et al. (2007) after 

VDI-Richtlinie 2221 (1993) in Figure 6, it becomes clear that this general model can be suitable 

to use as a framework for describing the development process of a building concept with a high 

level of pre-engineering. A step by step comparison, is shown in Figure 22. 

Step two of the general design approach was completely skipped during the development of the 

Folkboende concept. This was because all members of the development group were well 

acquainted with the functional structures of apartment buildings since before, and since the 

concept is based on previous projects. The results after each stage were rarely documented and 

specified during the development. They were also not compared to the initial functional 

demands in a structured way. Instead the results were kept in mind in an intuitive way 

throughout the development process. Therefore there was a constant informal communication 

between stages, results and analysis of demand fulfilment. A general design approach based on 

the actual design stages of the development of the Folkboende concept is shown in Figure 23. 

Dashed lines in the figure means that the results were only kept in mind intuitively. The 

performed iterations are shown with arrows on the left side in the figure, making it evident 

which part of the process that needed the most iterations.  

 

FIGURE 22. STEP BY STEP COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF NCC FOLKBOENDE AND THE GENERAL 

DESIGN APPROACH BY PAHL ET AL. (2007) AFTER VDI-RICHTLINIE 2221 (1993). 
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None of the results after the design stages were deliverables that had to be done at a specific 

time and that had to contain specific information, and there were no clear breaking points 

between the stages. Instead the process was driven by the project owner who made sure that 

the project was moving forward in order to finish in time for the deadline when the final result 

was supposed to be presented. The last stages of the development process gradually turned into 

continuous improvement, using experiences from projects to develop and improve the concept. 

 

FIGURE 23. A GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH OF NCC FOLKBOENDE, BASED ON THE MODEL BY PAHL ET AL. (2007) AFTER VDI-
RICHTLINIE 2221 (1993). 

8.2.2 NCC GERMANY’S BUILDING CONCEPT FOR APARTMENT BUILDINGS 

If trying to compare the development process of NCC Germany’s building concept, Figure 21, 

to the general design approach by Pahl et al. (2007) after VDI-Richtlinie 2221 (1993) it becomes 

clear that this comparison is not viable, see Figure 24. This is because the building concept 

initially consisted of a well-tested building system that was introduced companywide without 

going through any further product development. The development that took place was instead 

performed in a continuous manner with small incremental steps, by implementing experiences 

gained from using the building system in the German regions. The architectural platform has 

not been specified in the German building concept, and the level of pre-engineering is low 

compared to the Folkboende concept, see Figure 9. This suggest that a building concept with a 

low level of pre-engineering can have a shorter initial development process, if it is based on a 

well-tested foundation. The continuous improvement is important however. The architecture 

of the buildings are in this case developed in each individual project which allows for a high 

degree of distinctiveness.  
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FIGURE 24. STEP BY STEP COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF NCC GERMANY’S BUILDING CONCEPT AND 

THE GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH BY PAHL ET AL. (2007) AFTER VDI-RICHTLINIE 2221 (1993). 

8.3 CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 
The main value that NCC wanted to achieve with both concepts was apartments “meant for 

everyone”, which means apartments that the general income family or person can afford. But 

in order to have a successful building concept, the company also realised the necessity of good 

quality and a selling product. This was achieved by finding a balance between values for the 

company, values for the tenants and values for the property owner. In Germany, the regional 

differences in building regulations and market demands made it difficult to have a high level 

of pre-engineering. Therefore they focused on a well-defined building system that they knew 

worked well, but kept the architectural platform open for project specific variation. In Sweden 

the company instead saw the benefit of a highly defined building concept that leads to short 

lead times, and therefor developed the building concept as a configurable product. 

Experience was the foundation of both building concepts. In Germany, an already defined and 

well-tested building system with associated processes were chosen as company standard, which 

then gradually developed into today’s building concept. The German building concept has a 

low level of pre-engineering, and the architectural design was not part of development process. 

Therefore the development process was not as extensive as with the Folkboende concept, 

considering the amount of design solutions to make. Instead the German concept leads to 

longer detailing processes in each project than what the Folkboende concept does, and it is also 

more variable in terms of addressing customer demands. A comparison of the contents of the 

development processes is shown in Figure 25. The figure shows how the architecture of the 

concepts are developed in different stages of the process. Actually, in the German case, the 

development of the building architecture is not included at all in the concept development 

process and is instead project specific. 
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FIGURE 25. A COMPARISON OF THE CONTENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES OF THE TWO BUILDING CONCEPTS, WITH 

EMPHASIS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUILDING ARCHITECTURE. 

The comparison of the development process of NCC Folkboende to the design model by Pahl 

et al. (2007) after VDI-Richtlinie 2221 (1993), see Figure 22 and Figure 23, shows that this 

kind of design structure model is possible to use for building concepts with a high level of pre-

engineering. It has not, however, provided a suitable model for describing the development of 

the German building concept, see Figure 24. This is due to the low level of pre-engineering and 

the fact that those parts that actually are pre-engineered were to a large extent based on previous 

experiences. NCC Germany’s building concept is instead more suitable to look at from a 

platform development or continuous improvement perspective. This suggests that the level of 

pre-engineering determines if a building concept can be developed through product 

development methods, and whether or not the building concept can be compared to a product. 

8.4 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
With both building concepts, the development groups are actively working with continuous 

improvement, which according to Jansson (2013a) is crucial in order to keep the concepts up 

to date. The first projects that were built with the Folkboende concept worked as learning 

points for the Folkboende Group, and they used the feedback to improve the product platform 

and create a better support system for projects. The most crucial discovery after the first 

projects, was the need of a documented process platform, which was then developed. There 

was never really a stop to the development processes of the building concepts, neither in 

Sweden nor in Germany. Instead they gradually turned into continuous improvement. 

According to Jansson (2013b), feedback should be driven by a knowledge pull, and Meiling 

(2010) points out the importance of having a management that makes sure that the feedback 

is being used properly. This is achieved with the Folkboende concept by having a development 

group that works as support for all projects. They make site-visits to all Folkboende projects and 

thus get first-hand information from the workers at the site.  But in order to ensure a frequent 
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flow of feedback in the organisation, which decreases the risk of experience loss due to long 

cycle times (Jansson, 2013b), the web-based feedback channel is used. Everyone working in a 

project gets access to the system and can submit experiences or suggestions for improvement. 

The Folkboende Group also keeps up-to-date with changes in the Swedish building regulation, 

and makes sure that requirements from municipalities are met in all projects. In addition to 

this, they encourage feedback from customers. This feedback, in combination with feedback 

from production, can be used to balance commonality and distinctiveness of the concept 

(Jansson, 2013b). In the web-based production support system, there is also contact 

information to responsible site managers for all projects. This enables communication between 

projects, which means that experience sharing can take place directly between the concerned 

parties. This is one way to make sure that experiences from one project gets accessible and used 

in other projects, which is important according to Meiling (2010). NCC Germany also has a 

development group that receives the feedback and manages the platform improvements, thus 

making sure that the feedback is transformed into knowledge that can be embedded in the 

platform. Both concepts has a continuous flow of feedback, in Sweden mostly based on 

knowledge pull, and in Germany more sporadic when issues occur at building sites or when 

someone at the company has ideas of improvement. 

All feedback about the Folkboende concept is analysed by the Folkboende Group themselves, 

in order to sort out what information is relevant for the continuous improvement or not. The 

same goes for the Platform Group at NCC in Germany. Meiling (2010) points out the 

importance of using structured methods when working with analysing feedback and making 

decisions about changes in a building concept. This kind of structured methods for problem 

solving and decision making is not used in neither one of the two concepts. The Folkboende 

Group uses their long experience in an intuitive way, considering economic aspects and quality 

of the final product, knowing that all design decisions have impact on these two parameters. 

The same approach is used by the Platform Group in Germany. The success of the continuous 

improvement is therefore dependent on the knowledge and personal experience of the 

development group, relying on talented group members.   
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9 DISCUSSION 

A discussion is made which is based on the results and analysis of the research. In the discussion, 

findings and conclusions that are not based on the theoretical framework are also presented, but the 

theoretical framework still forms the foundation. The discussion allows for the authors personal 

thoughts of the findings in the case study. 

The results and analysis shows that NCC in both cases have come a long way in their work 

towards a successful product development. Two of the main success factors are CE and the 

active approach towards continuous improvement. These factors are described in various 

literature to be a key to success when working with complex systems and towards a market with 

fast changing demands (Hubka & Eder (1996); Singer et al. (2009) and Jansson (2013a); 

Jansson (2013b); Meiling (2010) respectively). Another success ingredient is the foundation of 

experience. By using building systems, methods, and conceptual thoughts that are known from 

previous projects, a large part of the development process could be skipped. There was for 

example no need to test the systems, since they had already been “tested” in other projects. The 

time saved in the development process, and the well-founded knowledge of the chosen building 

systems with associated processes, decreases the development cost and the risk of the 

development project.  

The development processes are based on traditional intuitive methods, which in both cases 

have been sufficient so far, but which according to Hubka & Eder (1996) implies an uncertainty 

of the optimisation of results. Since the building industry is known to be reluctant to change 

(Byggkommissionen, 2002), there is a risk that the implementation of structured methods 

might be difficult as long as the methods are advanced and too theoretical. If structured 

methods could be developed that are easy to learn and understand, and easy to implement, the 

chance of them being used could increase since the preparation time would not be too 

extensive. In order to ensure that new building concepts are not developed spending large 

amounts of money and time just in order to be thrown in the bin, structured methods could 

be the solution. Finding a suitable common base for the building concepts, i.e. finding the 

product platform, is not easy, and have not always been successful during the evolution of 

industrialisation (Thuesen & Hvam, 2011). The general design approach (Pahl et al. (2007) 

after VDI-Richtlinie 2221 (1993)) and an in depth understanding of design iteration might be 

a first step towards structuring the development process of building concepts with a high level 

of pre-engineering, since they provide a general understanding of how the processes are and 

can be carried out. This might improve the chances of finding a successful platform solution. 

Today’s processes are lacking specified stepwise deliverables that could be used to analyse the 

progress against initial demands and requirements to ensure the optimisation of the final result. 

In order to control the time and accuracy of the iteration process, more detailed structured 

methods could be implemented when necessary. In the Folkboende development process, it 

became clear which part of the development that was most time consuming since most of the 
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iterations took place there, see Figure 23. It is not clear, however, that other development 

projects will have the same kind of iteration in the same places as the Folkboende concept had. 

The iteration depends on many factors, thus making it difficult to predict (Wynn, et al., 2007). 

Therefor structured methods could be used in order to better understand the iteration process 

and in this way enable a better control of the development process. But since structured 

development methods require longer preparations (Johannesson, et al., 2013) it is not obvious 

that the time saved would exceed the time spent on preparing. The control of the optimisation 

of the final building concept would increase though, and the success of the building concept 

would not to the same extent have to depend on the talents of individual group members. 

If adopting structured methods for developing building concepts in the future, the methods 

should be structured enough to enable planning, optimisation and verification, but flexible 

enough to ensure their usability in different development contexts (Pahl, et al., 2007). It should 

also be analysed if the benefits of using structured methods exceeds the cons. Some of the cons 

are for example the longer preparations and the risk of inhibiting creativity (Johannesson, et 

al., 2013). But according to studies made on product development, the use of structured 

methods is beneficial for the success of the final product (Graner & Missler-Behr, 2013). 

The fact that both concept-organisations have realised the importance of continuous 

improvement through experience feedback is a key factor for the long term success of the 

building concept. In this way the changing market demands can be met and new technology 

can be taken into account in order to improve the concepts and processes (Jansson, 2013a). 

There has been some signs of short-term focus during some of the Folkboende projects though, 

resulting in deviations from the concept framework. This is most likely due to the decentralised 

organisation, as suggested by Jansson (2013a), where the construction teams are unfamiliar with 

the building concept and the benefits of standardisation. This has led the Folkboende group 

to take a more strict control over the progress and development of projects, which have turned 

out to be a working solution to keep the building projects inside the frame of the concept. This 

demonstrates how important the documentation of the platform is, and that there should be a 

control group that coordinates all concept-specific issues. 

Meiling (2010) argues that the one-of-a-kind character of building projects, and the use of on-

site production are two factors that can become barriers for continuous improvement. The case 

study of this master thesis shows however, that when using a highly pre-engineered building 

concept or a highly standardised building system, both using on-site production, continuous 

improvement is crucial for the success of the concepts. Even though the studied company work 

actively with continuous improvement, there is a lack of structured methods for it and the 

development relies on the talents of the members in the development groups. This is not ideal, 

according to Meiling (2010), who suggests a number of structured methods to better 

understand the sources of issues and in order to control the outcome of the continuous 

improvements. It is however, not uncommon, referring to the results of the case studies 
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performed by Meiling (2010) and his co-workers, to use intuitive methods for continuous 

improvement. But as long as the development group consists of experienced and talented group 

members, the intuitive methods might be sufficient in order to keep the concepts desirable. 

But if or when the group composition is changed, there is no guarantee that the new members 

will have the same point of view and the same talent for spotting good solutions. 

9.1 POSSIBILITY FOR GENERALISATION 
Since the empirical data of this case study is collected from only two cases, no statistical 

generalisation is possible to make (Yin, 2014). The goal is instead to expand theories by studying 

real cases (ibid.), and in this way contribute with knowledge (Starrin & Svensson, 1994) in the 

area of development processes of industrialised building concepts. Generalizability can however 

be extended to cases of similar circumstances (Denscombe, 2009). The main characteristics of 

the development processes have been identified as a solid foundation of experiences from 

which the building concepts are based, CE and an active approach towards continuous 

improvements. These factors can be said to be positive for a development process in general, 

based on literature on the subject (for example Lessing (2006), Hubka & Eder (1996), and 

Meiling (2010)), and on the findings of this case study. What methods that can and should be 

used for development processes is not as easy to generalise though, since there are numerous 

methods available to choose from. The method suggested in this report works as the framework 

to describe the actual development process of a real case. But as this study also shows, it was 

not suitable to use the same method to describe both concept development processes. The 

study shows however, that it is possible to describe a development process of a building concept 

in a structured way. This is also supported by Smith & Eppinger (1997) who explain that 

development processes are often “procedural and repeatable”. The study also shows that when 

developing a building concept with a high level of pre-engineering, it is possible to utilize 

methods from the manufacturing industry. The generalizability of this statement can be 

questioned since this is only based on one case. But it is reasonable to expect cases with similar 

circumstances to also have strong similarities to product development. 
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10 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarises the discoveries made in the case study by answering the research questions. 

HOW ARE BUILDING CONCEPTS IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY DEVELOPED? 

The way of developing a building concept is dependent on the level of pre-engineering. The 

higher the level of pre-engineering, the more similar the development process seem to be to 

that of the manufacturing industry. Low level of pre-engineering facilitates a more continuous 

development process already from the start, and the focus is more on the product platform 

than on the building as a product. The development processes of the building concepts in this 

study were highly intuitive, but the implementation of CE, a solid foundation of experiences, 

and an active approach towards continuous improvement provides potential for well-designed 

and functional results, even though optimisation has not been guaranteed through the use of 

structured methods. 

HOW ARE THE DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE PRODUCT PLATFORM INTEGRATED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A BUILDING 

CONCEPT? 

The architectural platform is present in building concepts with high level of pre-engineering. It 

is not necessarily present when building concepts have a low level of pre-engineering. The 

process platform accompanies the technical and architectural platform in an intuitive way 

thanks to CE and it has been identified in both cases to be important for economy, quality and 

concept fulfilment. The importance of the process platform suggests that it should be developed 

and documented in a conscious way during the development process. It is not possible to 

develop one part of the product platform without influencing the other two. Therefore all three 

of them should be developed in parallel. If an architectural platform is not part of the building 

concept, the constraints imposed on the building architecture from the technical and process 

platform should be considered during the development process. 

HOW CAN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT METHODS FROM THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY BE BENEFICIAL FOR 

DEVELOPING BUILDING CONCEPTS? 

The study has shown that it is possible to use methods from the manufacturing industry to 

describe the development process of building concepts with a high level of pre-engineering. 

This implies that there is much that can be learned from the manufacturing industry, which 

has progressed further regarding industrialisation than what the building industry has. Highly 

pre-engineered building concepts can be regarded as products, even though they will always be 

site-dependant. One key learning point that can be derived from the manufacturing industry is 

the use of structured methods to design and develop products in a controlled manner. 

Implementation of this approach could be beneficial for the success of building concepts, 

decreasing the level of which the success is dependent on the talents of individual members in 

the development group. 
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11 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

While conducting this case study the delimitations have provided a restriction as to what should be 

studied. During the process, other interesting aspects to product development in the building industry 

have been discovered that has not been possible to include in this report. Therefor this chapter provides 

a discussion of areas that are suitable for further research. 

There is room for improvement in the way that building companies handle feedback and 

transform it into knowledge for continuous improvement. The use of structured methods 

should be tested in real cases of continuous improvement, in order to examine whether they 

generate enough benefit for the company to motivate their implementation, since the use of 

such methods require preparation in order for the development team to learn how to use them. 

The structured methods should provide a systematic approach of analysing feedback to find 

the root cause, and to analyse how changes will affect the building concept in the long run. 

One interesting aspect of the two building concepts in this case study is that they originated 

from small branches of a large company. The size of the office in the Swedish case and the 

profit centre in the German case has likely been a beneficial factor to the well-developed 

building systems that later became the building concepts. How this kind of local branches 

facilitated an environment for developing well-functioning building systems is interesting to 

examine in further research projects. Does the closeness between the employees provide a more 

creative environment? Is the feedback channels more natural in this kind of organisation? Does 

the small organisation generate a stronger loyalty towards the methods that are developed? How 

can a large company use the positive aspects of decentralised branches to gain benefits for the 

entire organisation? This also leads to the question of what factors have been influential in 

companies who have developed successful building concepts or platforms. This is also suitable 

for further research, to examine how the development process is influenced by organisational, 

economic, cultural, technological or other factors.  

Since methods from the manufacturing industry are shown possible to use when developing 

building concepts with a high level of pre-engineering, this should be the focus of more 

research. Which methods from the manufacturing industry would be suitable to use when 

developing this kind of building concepts? How can structured methods be implemented in a 

construction-company environment? Would the changes that are required for implementing 

this kind of methods really be beneficial for the company? Or is it enough to count on the 

experiences and talents of the development groups? 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

INTERVJUFRÅGOR  
(INTERVIEW QUESTIONS IN SWEDISH, USED AS A BASE FOR THE INTERVIEWS AT NCC IN SWEDEN) 

BAKGRUNDSINFORMATION 

 Vad var din roll i utvecklingsarbetet av Folkboendet? 

 Vilka var ni som arbetade med utvecklingsarbetet av Folkboendet? 

 Vad hade de för roller i utvecklingsarbetet? 

 Hur beslutades vilka som skulle delta i utvecklingsarbetet? 

 Beskriv hur era möten gick till? 

o Följdfråga: Hur ofta hade ni möten? 

UTVECKLINGSPROCESSEN I STORT 

 Vad innehöll uppdragsspecifikationen som låg till grund för arbetet med 

Folkboendet? 

 Vad var uppdragsspecifikationen baserad på? Alltså, vad var orsaken till uppdraget? 

o Följdfråga: Var den baserad på någon marknadsundersökning? 

o Följdfråga: Var den baserad på något behov som belysts inom NCC? 

 Vilka värden ville ni uppnå med Folkboende?  

o Följdfråga: Tex. värde för kunden, effektiv produktion, inköp, enklare 

projektering osv..? 

 Kommentar: Skilj på värden för kunden och värden för NCC eller 

byggherren. 

o Följdfråga: Vilka kundvärden eftersträvade man? 

o Följdfråga: Vilka kriterier behövde uppfyllas för produktionskraven? 

 Vem gav uppdraget att utveckla byggnadskonceptet Folkboendet? (vart kom 

beställningen ifrån) 

 Vad var er målsättning med konceptet Folkboende? 

 Vilken marknad är Folkboendet utvecklat för? 

 Beskriv hur ni gick tillväga för att utveckla Folkboendet, i övergripande drag. 

o Tex: Ni blev tilldelade uppdraget och en projektgrupp tillsattes. Vad hände 

sedan? 

o Följdfrågor:  

 Formulerade ni funktionskrav? 

 Hade ni förslag på lösningar redan från början? 

 Utvärderades dessa? 

 Hade ni en övergripande tanke om Folkboende innan ni började 

utforma konceptet?                                                                                



 

 Gjordes några prototyper? 

 Utfördes analyser av olika förslag? 

 När ni hade ett väldefinierat koncept, hur övergick man till 

projekteringen? 

 Var det under projekteringen som konceptet anpassades för 

produktion? 

 Hur gjorde man för att lansera Folkboende på marknaden? 

 I vilket skede avslutades projektgruppens arbete med konceptutvecklingen? 

o Vad hände med Folkboende efter det? 

 Under vilken tidsperiod arbetade ni med utvecklingen av Folkboendet? 

KONCEPTDESIGNPROCESSEN 

 Vilka funtionella krav ställdes på Folkboende?  

o Vilka krav ställde projekteringen på byggnaden? 

o Vilka krav fanns från ledningen? 

o Vilka brukarkrav utgick man ifrån? 

o Vilka byggnadstekniska krav utgick man ifrån? 

 Var de funktionella kraven av övergripande karaktär? 

o Eller var de funktionella kraven detljerade (komponentspecifika)? 

 Tex. Att specifika tillverkningsmetoder skulle användas 

 Gjordes en nedbrytning av de funktionella kraven till funktionella krav på 

delkomponeneter? 

 Upptäckte ni nya funktionella krav under arbetets gång? 

 Hur gjorde ni för att komma fram till lösningsförslag på de funktionella kraven? 

 Hur gick ni tillväga för att komma på idéer?  

 Arbetade ni med flera förslagsalternativ samtidigt? 

o Om så var fallet, hur gick ni till väga för att besluta er för ett slutgiltigt förslag? 

o Om endast ett förslagsalternativ togs fram: 

 Hur gick ni till väga för att utveckla förslaget? 

 Var processen iterativ? 

 Hur säkerställde ni att lösningsförslaget var det bästa möjliga förslaget? 

 Fanns det en uppdelning av ansvarsområden för arbetsuppgifter mellan 

gruppmedlemmarna under konceptdesignprocessen? 

o Vilka var i så fall dina arbetsuppgifter? 

o Samarbetade ni i gruppen för att lösa dessa? 

 Behövde ni leverera delresultat under arbetets gång? 

o Tex: Design strategi (bestämmande av tillvägagångssätt, kostnader, teknologi, 

risker osv.), Test strategi (hur kommer konceptet testas?), Tillverkningsstartegi, 

kvalitetsplan osv. 

o Vad bestod leveranserna av? 



 
 

o När gjordes detta? 

o Vem var mottagare av leveranserna? 

 Hur gick man till väga för att implementera NCC:s tekniska plattform i Folkboendet? 

 Hur upplever du att de arbetsmetoder som ni använde fungerade? 

 Vad har du lärt dig från arbetetsprocessen med utvecklandet av Folkboendet? 

 Om du hade kunnat göra om arbetet idag, vad hade du gjort annorlunda? 

 Av vilken anledning tror du att ni använde de arbetsmetoder som ni gjorde? 

AVSLUTANDE FRÅGOR 

 Är det något som du vill tillägga om arbetet med utvecklingen av folkboendet? 

  



 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
(USED AS A BASE FOR THE INTERVIEWS AT NCC IN GERMANY) 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

What does the building concept consist of? (Building methods, materials, standardised 

methods, platform, modularisation, prefabrication, standadisation etc.) – This question is 

asked in order to understand the degree of industrialisation.  

HOW WAS THE BUILDING CONCEPT DEVELOPED? 

 Was there a specific design team with the task of developing an industrialised 

building concept? 

 Who were included in the design team? 

 Did you have separate areas of responsibility? 

 What was the content of the task specification? 

 What was the basis of the task? (Market based, company based, etc.) 

 Who gave the task? Where did it originate from? 

 Is the concept based on a technical platform within the company? 

 Is the company using this kind of concept for all their production of residences?  

 Who decided that this kind of building concept should be used? 

 What kind of meeting structure was used when developing the concept? 

 Was there a clear edge between the idea stage and the design stage (when all the 

blueprints and descriptions are made)? 

 What kind of values did you want to achieve through the concept? (Value for NCC, 

value for the developer and value for the tenants) 

 What was the aim when developing the concept? 

 What market was the concept focused on? (Tenants; middle class, high income people 

etc. Developers: public housing, private landlords etc.) 

 In the beginning of the development process, did you specify functional demands? 

o Regarding production 

o From the management  

o User demands 

o Technical demands 

 How did you go about to decide on solutions for the functional demands? 

 What methods did you use to generate ideas? 

 Were the demands and solutions of a general character or detailed at the beginning? 

 Were you developing many suggestions of solutions at the same time, before you 

decided on which one to use? 

 If that was the case, how did you decide which solution was the best? 

 Did you discover new functional demands as the development progressed? 

 



 
 

 

 Did you base the concept on an already existing platform? 

o In that case, how did you go about to implement the platform into the design 

of the concept? 

 Did you use any kind of prototyping? 

 What kind of analyses did you perform on the building concept? 

 When was the concept adapted for production? 

 Did you use any deliverables during the development process? (Quality plan, test plan, 

design strategy etc.) 

o When were these handed in? 

o To whom? 

 How did you go about to introduce the concept on the market? 

 Is there a continuous development of the concept? 

 How to you go about to get a downstream transfer of knowledge? 

 How long did it take to develop the concept? 

 How did you experience that the development methods that you used were working? 

 If you could redo the development process today, what would you do differently? 
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